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Editor’s Note
W H A T H A P P E N E D I N N E W Y O R K C I T Y ON S E P T E M B E R

I I,

2001 demands a reckoning. For our own and other countries, and
also for individuals.. .international terror, like AT&T, brings you
closer. Others in New York and everywhere else will have their
opinions and vantage points. Here’s mine.
For me, certain things remain the same: New York as a city is
the same New York I always imagined myself to live in, and New
Yorkers as people turned out to be just who I thought they were.
The most wrenching and obvious change lies in who and what is
missing from an Idea that endures.
The power of buildings as three-dimensional geography hits
home when just walking around you can feel the absence of the
Towers. The old skyline like some wonderful scarf you dropped in
the cold, its replacement hasty and ordinary. In human terms the
vastness of the tragedy remains ungraspable, and that’s to some
one who lives only blocks uptown. In spite of the sirens, and the
cordoncd-off streets and avenues, the almost dead-stop after the
even-for-here hell-bent exodus from W TC, and since then the
persistent smell, the persistent digging and the persistent news
crews— it hardly seems real. Maybe finding a survivor would have
helped, or if they’d found more intact bodies over time in the
remains of more than 3,000 dead.
Re the airplanes ramming the Towers, though many found that
unreal, my first thought was only in New York! This was affection,
at odds with such a sickening spectacle, for a city whose aura of
unpredictability and possibility has always lured people from
around the world to have a go here...which is what makes it
exactly as advertised. When you ask anyone what makes New
York great, even the ones who don’t like it concede, The people.
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Which leads me to the 2002 International issue, edited by Patricia
Dunn and Nina Herzog, with poetry editor Susan Lewis. As some
of the writers committed most centrally to Global City and its
vision, they managed to come up with an issue before September
1 1 that has seemed meaningful since then. Not easy or even likely.
Their sense of internationalism is not so much between this coun
try and that country, as it is within people, both psychologically
and in facts of birth and emigration. For many of the writers here,
including the two editors in their introduction— the articulation
of country and culture is not an explanation of self to other. The
self is the other, identity is articulation. You wonder if world maps
as we know them will even exist some day.
For others of these writers, people’s national identities are
luggage. They and their characters travel to such international
spaces as New York in whatever country they visit. This isn’t
the One World Order, or exploitative or exploited territory. It’s
community that people cross difficult boundaries to enter and
maintain. Shattering this peace is a crime.
LINSEY

ivi)

ABRAMS

Introduction
This issue was prepared in New York City before the ei'ents ofSeptember 1 1 ,
2001. We struggled about how to integrate our new reality into this issue.
We thought that the most honest reflection of this change would be to let our
initial introduction stand and to add a second, post 9 - 11 , introduction.
O N E O F US S I T S I N H E R W E S T E R N A M M A N A P A R T M E N T

in Jordan on her black and white cool marble floor with her blue
granite-colored iBook in lap.
The other of us sits in her New York Greenwich Village apart
ment with the great southern view down Sixth Avenue, at her
small orange desk, the word “work” finger painted in purple, a
puttering Gateway on top.
One of us was born in Yonkers, N Y and raised in the Bronx, on
a block where she was considered too American to eat tripe
because everyone else was from the other side (the other side of
what was never asked) and spoke only Italian, southern Italian.
The other was born in Zagreb, Yugoslavia, and raised in
Queens, then Long Island, and finally New Jersey. She spent sum
mers on the Adriatic where she was considered a foreigner— an
amerikanka. Back in the US during the school year, she was con
sidered a foreigner— a Yugoslav. Yugoslavia as she knew it is gone
and now she’s suddenly Croatian.
Both of us were born on May 30, the “Real Memorial Day,” as
we referred to it recently to each other, the same way we had to
everyone we met growing up. Both our moms sold real estate
and we both tell whacky stories about our families. We travel,
write, and read, sometimes to escape, but mostly to better situ
ate ourselves in the world.
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As life-long activists— Nina as an AIDS activist and Pat for
social justice in general— we were energized by the notion of an
International issue. Since then, we’ve felt stumped more than a few
times by this concept. What can International mean when we two
are able to carry on conversations in real time between Cairo and
New York through our computers for the cost of a local phone call?
When Nina can order books from CroatianMall.com and read the
daily Slobodna Dalmacija from a handheld device? When for Pat’s
two year old son Teletubbies is both an Arabic and English word?
The internet has facilitated the global marketing of everything
from Coca Cola to little girls. The threat of globalization without
restraint— the fear of increasing the gap between the world’s rich
and poor— has created the first international youth movement in
a long time and pushed some young anarchists to violence. The
world appears smaller; countries closer together. Countries of ori
gin, as evidenced in our selections, aren’t clearly delineated any
more, they don’t mean what they used to. It is rare to find a per
son of one experience. And yet, while we can now say we share a
world beyond nationalism, wars are still fought over borders.
People still die over differences.
The Post-September 1 1 , 2001 Perspective
On September 11 everything changed. Nina was making tea, try
ing desperately to get herself to the Writer’s Room that morning,
pondering profundities like I f a writer doesn't write, is she still a
writer? when she heard a collective gasp rise up from Sixth
Avenue. Pat had just picked up her son, Ali, from daycare in
Amman and was unsuccessfully explaining to him that the reason
he couldn t watch Teletubbies in Arabic the way he did most
{ viii }
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afternoons was because the cable was out. It was a while before
Nina, leaning outside her window, watching crowds gather at
every corner, figured out to look up instead of down at street level,
and finally saw two rows of bright red live fire cutting across the
Twin Towers. With both Pat’s internet lines down, something to
do with condensation though it hadn’t rained in six months, it
was hours before Pat knew anything of what happened back in the
states. After the first tower fell, Nina, not having seen the tower
collapse since she was busy filling the bathtub with water and try
ing to account for friends, assumed that all of lower Manhattan
was being bombed and that the first tower had fallen because
whoever 4they” were had come back, this time to finish the job,
and all of Manhattan. After the first tower fell, Pat shoved into
the VCR the Sesame Street video her best friend in New York had
sent Ali for his second birthday and started to make dinner. After
the second tower fell, which Nina watched along with her neigh
bors on the street corner, Nina bought two packs of cigarettes and
thought this was a perfect time to start smoking again. After the
second tower fell, Pat was trying to convince Ali that he had
already been staring at the screen longer than the American Pedi
atric Association recommends and wouldn’t he want to color or
do anything else instead, when her mother-in-law called from
Cairo: ‘‘America is being attacked. Call your mother. How is Ali?
Doesn’t your brother work in Manhattan? Try not to worry.”
The following day, Pat, in Jordan, got through to Nina. And
not long after, Pat came home to New York.
Now it was back to the introduction, and a complete overhaul,
since virtually nothing about the topic International felt the same
to us as New Yorkers. This introduction was proving to be an
impossible task for us not just because we are two phenomenal
{/’*}
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procrastinators, but because when we reunited, much had hap
pened to us both, and from different perspectives. So from a
recently replenished well of fear, we eyed each other from a great
distance, with a hint of suspicion. We really didn’t have any
answers. Over the past months we became firmly committed to
the belief that not to have the answers was okay, maybe even more
than okay, but it took us time to get there.
Our first few meetings after 9 - 1 1 were laced with defensive
ness and fear. While our working partnership had been based on a
shared world view up until this point—in fact we were happy to
work together because we felt we shared so much more than just a
birthday-the inevitable truth was that the events of 9 - 1 1 left
both of us feeling vulnerable in front of the other. Nina, who from
her bedroom window saw what looked like bodies flying from the
buildings, feared that Pat would dwell on what unjust U.S. poli
cies predicted these terrorist acts. In fact, Nina hadn’t wanted to
talk to anyone with a political opinion at all about any of it, since
it seemed the only people offering viewpoints were those who had
one-size-fits-all explanations prepared for all occasions.
Meanwhile Pat feared that Nina wouldn’t understand that
this wasn’t Islam or Arab or Middle Eastern cultures at work.
Pat feared for her family because of the intense backlash in the
U.S. against Muslims, Arabs, and anyone who appeared to be
“that way.’’ In fact, Pat now worried about her son growing up
in country that “invites’’ men with the same name as her son to
be interviewed at police stations.
After a few awkward and mutually misunderstood meetings,
we finally sat down on a rainy autumn afternoon at Sarah
Lawrence College, our frustration at our inability to commit
some legible thoughts to paper growing, and talked and talked
U)
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for several hours. Nina confessed that she felt more and more that
a state of humble but illuminated confusion was the closest she
could come to approximating responsible understanding of the
situation. “ It’s too big, old, complicated and multilayered to
simply offer the usual feel-good responses to: We should go to
war. Or, peace at all costs. It s just so much more complicated
than either of those two solutions. ”
Pat too felt committed to the humble and illuminated confu
sion, but now she was clearer about one thing. A writer doesn’t have
to make a great difference, a small difference, any difference. A
writer doesn’t have to be perfect. A writer just has to see and listen
and write so that others, including herself, can have a place to go.
Writers don’t have the luxury of simply going left or going
right. They don’t have luxury of seeing black or white. That ’s not
to say that writers don’t hold positions, values and beliefs, but
rather that the greatest writers are observers and are somehow
propelled by the desire to see and understand more of their world.
And that’s what we’ve tried to offer in this issue: writers who hold
positions, values, and beliefs but who are also observers who pro
pel us to understand more of our worlds.
This issue starts out with a piece on women and literature by
“anti-political” writer Dubravka Ugrcsic, exiled from Croatia in
the early ‘90s for speaking out against the war. Her piece is fol
lowed by a review of one of her books of essays, The Culture of Lies.
Professor of Slavic Languages and Literature at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill Ivana Vuletic writes, “Ugresic s
book is primarily a protest against the war in the former
Yugoslavia— or, for that matter, any war in which people are
being killed in the name of ethnic, national, or ideological iden
tity. The Culture of Lies is an outcome of an individual act of resis{*/•}
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tancc to the destruction of a people and its memory.”
In her essay, “G ulf War Journal-August 19 9 0 —January 19 9 1,”
Palestinian-American writer and scholar Lisa Suhair Majaj shows
us two sides of the hyphenated experience as she in the U.S. and
her sister in the Middle East live through the days leading up to
the G u lf War. Then in her postscript of 8/01 Lisa takes the
hyphenated experience one hyphen further as she writes from her
home in Cyprus and reflects on old yet continuing wars, consis
tent struggles and her new life with her daughter. “Although in
many ways Cyprus offers a meeting point between the Arab world
and the West, it holds its own challenges. Not only must I forge a
place lor myself in this place that is in some ways welcoming and
in other ways resistant to diverse cultural definitions, I must help
my young daughter negotiate the triple facets of her own her
itage— Cypriot, Palestinian, American.”
In “Bato,” a human rights activist in Haiti is working to
unearth the political motive behind a recent death in a small vil
lage, while back home in America her dying mother pushes
through her pain to finish her last work of art. The mother in
“Shingmo” carries on a conversation across generations and, most
importantly, across cultures with a young (silent) listener who has
just arrived from America, the land of iceberg lettuce and salva
tion: “People say you can skip this life and go straight to Amer
ica.” Culture clash continues in “Getting There.” A young
Korean-American girl channels her anger to fight off her brother’s
assailants. An American woman travels to Latin America to see
the effects of a local war, and discovers more about herself and the
busload of strangers she is traveling with in “At the Front.”
While in “ Possession at the Tomb,” salvation comes to the
women possessed by benevolent spirits, helping each woman ful
{ xii)
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fill her dreams. And in “Where Are You? How Are You?” fiction
writer and essayist Marge Mendel travels west from New York to
Washington State and then to Alaska where she reunited with her
sisters, her mother, and her past. Tamra Plotnick’s New York pro
tagonist in “The Chosen Ones” takes us to Brazil where she finds an
identity has been chosen for her, one that is both hers and not hers.
Literature is universal. When words touch us it is because
they have spoken some truth which dwells in each of us. The
sound of water dripping in solitary confinement in China can
resound in America through poetry. Among the international
poets featured in this issue we are fortunate to include a new
translation by Harry Lewis of the Russian avant-garde poet
Vladimir Mayakovsky, whose poetry in English translation is
largely out of print. In the comical yet contemplative “ A Shal
low Philosophy on Deep Places,” the reader is immediately won
over by Mayakovsky’s relaxed stance, his frank observations
and stream-of-consciousness associations, unified, as Michael
Almereyda has pointed out, “by a Whitmanesque wildness, his
egotism aligned with a spirit of reckless generosity.”
We are also excited to include translations by Marilyn Hacker of
three remarkable poems by the Lebanese poet and novelist Venus
Khoury-Ghata, whose two dozen books have been translated into
Italian, Russian, Dutch, German and Arabic. We are proud to be
among the first handful of English-language journals to publish
the dreamlike weave of Ms. Khoury-Ghata’s unexpected, emotion
ally compelling images in the beautiful “He shakes her,” “On the
dark landing,” and “Autumn preceded summer.”
And in “Solitary Confinement,” written by Huang Xiang in
China’s Wang Wu Prison in 1990, the haunting rhythm of water
droplets stitches together the misery of “a thousand prisoners. ”
(xiii }
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We are also honored to offer the work of such esteemed Ameri
can poets as Rachel Hadas, Cornelius Eady, Pablo Medina, Wang
Ping, and Roberto Tejada, each of whom offers work which con
templates in its own unique way the rich paradox of “foreign
ness, ” the essential yet tenuous bridges crossing the divides of
nationality and class, gender and race,“century and tongue.”
In the end, finding what we have in common, as people, is
always a matter of searching, of willingness. It is the insurmount
able problem of choosing sides which at once offers a sense of
belonging to community, while at the same drawing the line in
the sand used to exclude and differentiate— all the skills we learn
and hone in high school, whether in Belgrade, Kuwait, New Je r
sey, Israel, The Bronx, Palestine, Zagreb, Jordan, Kosovo,
Afghanistan. Our education is the same, we learn from the love
we receive, and we learn from the absence of what we are
deprived— food, housing, safety, peace, and education. And yet
while we can now say we share a world beyond nationalism, wars
are still fought over borders, over these same lines drawn in the
sand. And people continue to die over differences.
PATRICIA

DUNN

&

NINA

Issue Editors

{ xiv }
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Women, Smoking and Literature
Dubravka Ugresic
Translated by C elia Hawkeswortb

T H E R E IS A S C E N E IN A N O L D S O V I E T F I L M ( “ T H E F O R T Y -

First,” filmed according to the novel of the same name by B.
Lavrenjev). The story is about a brave young Red Army woman
soldier who has captured an enemy, a handsome White Guard
officer. The two of them spend some time in a deserted hut, wait
ing for her unit to arrive. The Red Army soldier, who has a warm
and undogmatic heart, falls in love with her handsome ideologi
cal enemy. At one moment her prisoner runs out of cigarette
paper. She magnanimously offers the prisoner her only precious
possession, a modest notebook of her own poems. The White
Guard officer wraps his tobacco in the Red Army soldier s poems
and in full view of the entire film audience brazenly smokes, until
he has smoked up her very last line.
Can we imagine the scene the other way round? No. For the
scene described, however naive and touching, is far more than a
film scene; it is the metaphorical synopsis of the history of
womens writing, the relation of women to their own creativity,
the relation of men towards womens creativity.
Throughout the history of womens writing, men have trans
formed women s literary passion into ash. Throughout history
women have sacrificed themselves for literature. Many literatures
have survived dark times thanks exclusively to women. Let us just
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recall the way Nadezhda Mandelshtam resolutely memorised
Osip’s poems. That is how she saved many of Mandelshtam’s
poems (since she could not save her husband) from Stalin’s power
ful finger on the delete key. Let us remember: wives, lovers, female
friends, female fans, translators, companions, benefactors, copy
ists, typists, proof-readers, devoted editors, wise women writers of
literary introductions, and agents, inspirers, muses, advisers, fierce
supporters, tender fillers of literary pipes, diligent cleaners of writ
ers’ offices, painstaking cooks, hardworking archivists, librarians,
passionate readers, reliable keepers of manuscripts, living sphin
xes in posthumous literary shrines, keepers of the museum houses
of dead writers, polishers of literary busts, vacuumers of dust from
collected literary works, frenetic enthusiasts of societies for the
adoration of dead and living poets, women, women, women...
In computer language, women have saved literary texts, while
men deleted them. How men— dictators, potentates, censors,
lunatics, pyromaniacs, military commanders, emperors, leaders,
policemen— have hated the written word! If a woman has occa
sionally wrapped fresh fish in the verse of a minor poet, what is that
compared to the burned books under the rule of the Chinese
emperor Shih Huang Ti? If it has happened that some woman used
an epic poem to wrap round a cake in the oven to stop it burning,
what is that in comparison to the tons of manuscripts destroyed by
the KGB? If a woman may have used a little book to light a fire in
the family hearth, what is that to the smoke of the volumes which
burned on Nazi pyres? If some woman used the page of a novel to
clean the windows, what is that compared to the ash left after
Karadzic and Mladic’s shelling of the Sarajevo library?
Can we imagine the reverse image? No. Because the reverse
image is simply unthinkable. In history, women were readers,
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women were those little flies caught on the hook of the written
word, women were the reading public. So it was that in one little
literature, Croatian, in the middle of the nineteenth century,
male writers had to persuade women readers to stop reading lit
erature in German because there was simply no one to read them,
the local writers. ‘The patriotic heart breaks with sorrow, on
hearing that not only the high born, but the simple burghers’
daughters speak disparagingly of our national tongue,’ com
plains a Croatian nineteenth-century writer. And Croatian read
ers, kind-hearted women, took pity on them and began, yawn
ing with boredom, to read local writers. Thus it may quite
rightly be said that the literature of that small country began
with them, with women readers.
Women were always the good house spirits of literature.
Metaphorically speaking, into every literary house is built the
shadow of its real builder, a woman. For their effort, women are
usually rewarded with paper thanks called acknowledgements,
generally collective. For their names usually come at the end of a
long list of the names of editors, agents, publishers, friends and
institutions. Into the base of that pyramid, like a good house
spirit, is built the shade of some Mary, some Jane, some Vera.. . 1
Let us go back to the beginning and say that the history of
women, literature and smoke is inseparable, it is virtually a
shared history. It is only women and books which were burned
on the Inquisition’s pyres. (The role of men in historical ash is
statistically negligible!) In the history of mankind, wheneveri.
i . Stacy Schiff, the author of the biography Vera (Mrs. Vladimir Nabokov) writes: ‘From
the list of things Nabokov bragged about never having learned to do— type, drive,
speak German, retrieve a lost object, fold an umbrella, answer the phone, cut a
book’s pages, give the time of day to a philistine— it is easy to deduce what Vera
spent her life doing.’
(3)
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required, women-witches (literate women) and books (the
source of knowledge and pleasure) have been proclaimed the
work of the D evil.2 This tragic chain was closed by the
metaphor of the suicide of Sylvia Plath, who finished her own life
by thrusting her head into the home crematorium, the oven, a
souvenir model of hell.
Let us interrupt our sorrowful tale here with a brighter
example, Russian again. A Moscow mother was very worried
about her son, although there was no reason for it: her son was
an excellent pupil, a lover of literature, an idoliser of Pushkin ...
But still, this mother was terrified of the greatest evil, drugs, so,
to be certain, she regularly went through her son’s pockets. One
day, she finally found what she was looking for: a little, dark
brown lump carefully wrapped in foil. Instead of destroying the
fateful lump, this courageous woman decided to try the power
of the drug on herself. Although she had no experience what
ever, she somehow managed to roll a joint and lit it. Her general
sense of well-being and relaxation was rudely interrupted by her
son who appeared in the doorway.
‘Where’s my little packet?’ he shouted.
‘I smoked it,’ said his mother cheerfully.
The little lump was not hashish, as the mother had thought, but
earth from the supposed grave of Pushkin, her son’s relic. So, the
mother smoked Pushkin. And so this courageous woman, without
knowing it, avenged the selfless Red Army soldier’s verse which
had been turned into ash. So this anonymous woman, without
2. In Taylor Hackford’s American film ‘Devil’s Advocate,’ there is an interesting mod
ern representation of the Devil. Namely, the Devil (A 1 Pacino) and his female (!)
suite can be recognised by two important details: they smoke (no one smokes in
America today apart from— dark forces!) and they use foreign languages eloquently
(the educated are also among the dark forces).
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knowing it, perhaps turned a new, revolutionary page in the his
tory of literature. I say, perhaps. In any case: Our thanks to her!

^997

All People Are Brothers,
Especially Africans
Ivana Vuletic

The Culture o f Lies: Antipolitical Essays
by Dubravka Ugresic
Translated by Celia Hawkesworth
The Pennsylvania State UP, pp. 275, $45.00

SINCE THE

B E G I N N I N G OF T H E WAR IN T H E F O R M E R

Yugoslavia, Dubravka Ugresic has published three books of
essays in which the narrators first school primer becomes a leit
motif. In Have a Nice Day: From the Balkan War to the American
Dream (Viking, 1995), the primer is mentioned in passing:
A year ago, sorting through some old things, I found my first
reading primer, dated 1957. A whole world I had entirely forgot
ten was shaken out of the primer along with the dust. At the time
walls, towns, borders— the whole world described by my
primer— were vanishing. The names of streets were vanishing and
being replaced by new ones, the names of squares and towns, pho
tographs and encyclopedia entries were disappearing, people were
disappearing, a whole mythology was vanishing and replaced by
another, a country was disappearing and replaced by another, an
age half a century old was disappearing... (Have a Nice Day, 15).

In Ugresic’s other, more recent books— The Museum of Uncon-
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ditional Surrender and The Culture of Lies: Antipolitical Essays, both
first published in England (Phoenix House, 1998), the motif of
the school primer evolves in separate chapters, differently framed,
but repeated almost verbatim in each. The 1957 primer, the nar
rator’s “passport to the Gutenberg galaxy,” predictably triggers
both personal and generic childhood recollections. More impor
tantly, however, it revisits cognitive, ideological, and emotional
coordinates of the generation born in the socialist Yugoslavia and
enveloped by two wars: World War II and the one carried out
between the peoples of what has been known as “former
Yugoslavia” since 19 9 1. For roughly fifty years in school primers
the homeland consisted of mountains and sea, whereas the con
cept of “the state” occupied somewhat more abstract space. This
is how the primer describes one of the most cherished collective
values— the brotherhood of Yugoslav sailors and African people:
A long way away, in Africa, live peoples with dark skins.
They greet our sailors joyfully. They point to the red star on our
flag. They shake our sailors firmly by the hand and shout in their
own language: “Yugoslav sailors are our brothers!” (The Culture
of Lies, hereafter CL, 15)

Three of U gresic’s p ost-1991 books stem in one way or
another from the author’s effort to rescue the world of her school
primer from forced historical oblivion. They are a futile attempt
to bring some order to the ruins of a country and a life that are no
more. Have a Nice Day is a text of exile, of parallel floating
through places in which the narrator found herself and left
behind. In The Museum of Unconditional Surrender the narrator’s
gesture of ordering and re-ordering is turned to her family
album. The Culture of Lies is a book determined to identify the
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force that has brutally dismantled the idyllic universe of the
1957 reading primer. Ugresic argues that the culprit is a cruel,
all-encompassing, and terribly efficient nationalism.
Before these three books, Dubravka Ugresic published four
volumes of prose fiction. Ugresic has been a contributor to several
European daily and weekly publications. One of her less tempo
rary addresses is in Amsterdam; she is spending the current acad
emic semester teaching at the UCLA Slavic Department.
A chapter in The Culture of Lies provides a condensed reason for
Ugresic s exile which began in 1993. In “ Postscript, five years
later,” Ugresic: writes about what ensued after her “Analysis of a
little text” was published in the German weekly DieZeit and The
Independent on Sunday in 1992:
[... ] the author was suddenly cast into the role of isolated target
of frenzied attacks by her compatriots: the new political elite,
newspapers, television, radio, fellow writers, colleagues at the Arts
Faculty in Zagreb, friends, anonymous writers of threatening let
ters, unnamed righteous telephone callers.. .Her furious compatri
ots— proclaiming the author a liar, traitor, public enemy and a
witch— fueled a pyre and the author, consumed by fire in her own
homeland, left to continue her life in exile. (CL)

In reverse order, it can finally be said that the country Ugresic
was exiled from (or exiled herself from) is Croatia. Ugresic con
siders herself a Yugoslav, not a Croatian writer. The noun from
which the adjective “Yugoslav” was derived does not designate
the same entity it used to designate at the time when Ugresic
became a writer. Her preference is to be referred to simply as a
writer. The immediate cause for her being declared a traitor in her
country was a short text in which the author depicted the mani
festations of contemporary Croatian nationalism:
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The magic spray-formula ‘clean Croatian air’ cleans Croatian
territory not only o f ‘Byzantines’ who are of a different blood
type, but of all internal enemies who are different from the rul
ing majority. (CL 61)

Ugresic seems to be well-recognized, judging by the number
and prestige of the international prizes she has been awarded,1
and the fact that her books have been translated into major Euro
pean languages. Despite all of this, she still remains a somewhat
lonely and puzzling figure. Rather, her books are puzzling and
lonely, if such descriptors can be used in reference to books.
U gresics pre-exile books are easily classified as prose fiction—
novels (In theJaws of Life, 1 981 , and Fording the Stream of Conscious
ness, 1988) and collections of stories (A Posefor Prose, 1 9 7 8 ,and
Life is a Fairy-Tale, 1983). The books she has written since 1990
are not so easily defined. Beginning with Have a Nice Day
Ugresics books seem to disregard generic molds. The book was
originally titled My American Fictionary, but U gresics London
publisher clearly did not believe it to be catchy enough for the
English and American readerships, hence the new title and even
more telling subtitle: From the Balkan War to the American Dream.
In the merciless dichotomy fiction/nonfiction sanctified by the
publishing industry, Have a Nice Day was usually regarded as a
piece of nonfiction and assigned in various bookstores to either
travel, humor, autobiography, or political science sections.
Timothy Garton-Ash s quotes on the jacket of the British edi
tion of The Culture of Lies: Antipolitical Essays describes the book as
1. Since living in exile, Ugresic has been awarded the prestigious Charles Veillon Euro
pean Essay Prize in 1996, the Dutch Artist in Resistance Prize in 1997 for The Cul
ture of Lies (the first non-Dutch recipient of the prize was Claude Lanzmann, the
author of the famed documentary Shoah), and the Austrian State Prize for European
Literature in 1998.
191
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very Central European in form, a collage of essays, sketches,
feuilletons, numbered apercus." Indeed: if U gresic’s book can be
effectively compared with the work of any other contemporary
(Central European) writer, it is certainly Gyorgy Konrad. This
“familial resemblance” is programmatically acknowledged in
the very beginning of The Culture of Lies by a long quote from
Konrad’s Antipolitics. What makes this type of eclectic,
hybridized, stylistically rough and uneven, and politically
engaged book “Central European” ?
The model of minor literature proposed by Gilles Deleuze and
Felix Guattari as a tool for understanding the paradigmatic Cen
tral European writer, Franz Kafka, seems to be an appropriate
reading perspective for Ugresic’s The Culture of Lies. For Deleuze
and Guattari a minor literature does not come from a “ minor”
language; it is characterized by de-territorialization of language,
the connection of the individual to a political immediacy, and the
collective assemblage of enunciation.
The first characteristic is described by Deleuze and Guattari as
“The impossibility of not writing because national consciousness,
uncertain or oppressed, necessarily exists by means of litera
ture.”2 The Culture of Lies is permeated by the double bind of the
impossibility of writing (“[...} my story about the culture of lies
also collapses like a tower of cards, destroying itself.” CL 85), and
impossibility of not writing:
Responsibility for the war in former Yugoslavia does not lie with
former Yugoslavia as a ‘repressive’ federative community, nor with
the ‘fall of communism,’ but with people

..] In all this, identity,

2. Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari. Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature. Trans, by Dana
Polan. University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis: 1986.
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national, is the key reason and fuse, the key error and defeat. (193)

The “national” identity Ugresic writes about is actually ethnic
identity— Croatian, Serbian, Muslim— entrenched in respective
ethnic republics and communities in the wake of the 1 991 war.
Ugresic’s own “national” identity is clearly defined as multiple:
in the Glossary at the end of the book, “Homeland” is defined as
an entity, the borders of which “ .. .did not coincide with the bor
ders we learned in school. My homeland was somewhat larger,
stretching from Triglav in Slovenia to the Black Sea.” It is from
the position of this specific national identity and in the name of
this identity that she writes: “ .. .people around me often accuse
me of suffering from Yugo-nostalgia, or being a Yugo-zombie.”
Ugresic claims that the Yugoslav identity, more than anything
else, is being attacked in her native Croatia: “ Yugo-nostalgia is one
of the most loaded of political qualifications in a paranoid com
municative situation, more loaded than many other labels in use
today.” Within the nationalist system of values that is in
Ugresic’s firm belief at the root of the war, the worst enemy is not
a Serb for a Croat, or a Muslim for a Serb, but rather the one who
identifies himself with the spirit of the no-longer-existing multi
national and multicultural Yugoslavia.
While in major literature, Deleuze and Guattari claim, the
social environment provides a necessary background for the indi
vidual and private intrigues of the characters, in minor literature
“cramped space” ties each individual intrigue to the domain of
politics. The individual concern encapsulates an historical,
political concern. The Culture of Lies deals with some emblematic
topics of high modernism, such as personal memory, but
Ugresic’s narrator is denied the possibility of remembering any
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of her own past if it does not contain a historical, hence political,
core: “[M}y childhood culture consisted of Greek myths, stories
about brave partisans and Hollywood films.” One of the crucial
themes of the book is the individual and collective mechanism of
forgetting and remembering as a precondition for the formation
of new states and (political) cultures. Both resistance to and rec
onciliation with the new nationalist states depend on forgetting
and remembering. But what to forget, what to remember?
While nationalist regimes demand that the recent past, the fifty
years of peaceful life and ethnic “brotherhood and unity ” be for
gotten, resistance to the nationalist virus is defined by the
unshakable memory of the same fifty years. Nationalist regimes
encourage an archetypal memory in which the mythical past of
the glorious days of their own ethnic group is celebrated. The
Yugoslav p o st-1945 utopia was based on forgetting its own
messy past and turning towards an Arcadian future (“ I was born
in a multinational, multicultural and monoideological commu
nity that had a future.”). No memory, not even the most private
one, manages to escape a political charge: the narrator of Ugresic s
book remembered that the first boy she kissed was a Serb, and that
it happened in a Serbian town. In the conclusion of a chapter in
which an aspect of everyday life is ironically connected with the
ideological— and existential— questions of nationalism, “Con
versations, or Repairing the Tap in Three Episodes,” the narrator
talks with her plumber. They conclude their recollections of the
topoi of their recent past (Macedonian, Slovene, and Bosnian
songs, as well as the name of the dog who allegedly saved Titos
life during the war) with the following exchange:
“Why did we remember that, Jura?” 1 ask.

{ 12 }
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“Because nothing has changed,” says Jura.
“Then why have we forgotten everything?”
“For the same reason,” says Jura.

The third and final important characteristic of Deleuze and
Guattari’s notion of minor literature is that in itself it represents
certain collective values.
[W]hat each author says individually already constitutes a com
mon action, and what he or she says or does is necessarily political,
even if others aren’t in agreement. The political domain has conta
minated every statement (enonce). (Deleuze and Guattari, 17)

This dimension of minor literature seemingly contradicts the
stated purpose of U gresic’s book. The subtitle of The Culture of
Lies (Antipolitical Essays), as well as the lengthy quote from Kon
rad’s Antipolitics— which serves as a kind of motto for the whole
book (“The legitimation of antipolitics is no more or less than the
legitimation of writing. [...} Everything he [novelist] does, he
does of his own accord, alone in the milieu which he himself has
chosen.” xi)— manifestly identify The Culture of Lies as a book
written both against and despite politics. However, Ugresic’s text
is too complex to be read from a single perspective. It readily and
in a resigned way recognizes its own failure to reach the point of
being truly antipolitical, if that utopian goal is achievable at all.
Ugresic realizes and repeatedly emphasizes the falsity of any
political position. She identifies historical and geographical con
cepts as political constructs based on a symbolic network, and this
is what she makes obvious in examining both Yugoslav and postYugoslav cultural realities. One of them, Ugresic ironically
writes, was shaped by Greek, Yugoslav, and Hollywood myths.
The other marks its starting point by an almost Oedipal assassi
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nation of the preceding ideological system and also by the appro
priation of its essential mechanisms. Each new nationalist regime
has chosen a different lineage of ancestors and therefore has to
rename its past, present, and future. Both cultures appear to be
cultures of lies. Ugresic soberly recognizes that the ideologies she
describes— the former Yugoslav, of brotherhood and unity, and
the post- and anti-Yugoslav, nationalist one— are shaped by the
premise that a steady proliferation of ideologically charged,
kitschy emblems finally does achieve its goal: It produces real
people with real beliefs. Time and again U gresics narrator is
appalled by the fact that words finally become deeds and the
nationalist metaphors are being realized. The narrator does her
best to “read the war as a text,” but her effort is undermined by the
shock of understanding that even though the war might have been
produced by the media, real people are being killed, displaced,
maimed, and left homeless.
This brings us back to our claim that The Culture ofLies is a per
fect contemporary example of what Deleuze and Guattari call
minor literature, its political aspect included. Ugresics narrator
outlines the naive and kitschy roots of her Yugoslav identity, and
she often ridicules them (“all people are brothers, especially
Africans”) in a humorous, self-mocking tone. U gresics text
simultaneously demonstrates the transformative process by
which a symbolic level of historical legitimization turns into a
very real, essentialist position of an individual. No matter how
hard Ugresic s narrator fights against identity politics, she actu
ally fights with the politics of nationalist identity. Her central,
clear-eyed accusation of both the Serbian and Croatian side
involved in the war in the territory of the former Yugoslavia is a
political position. This position, boldly articulated in The Culture
{ 14 I
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of Lies, docs have features of “a collective assemblage of enuncia
tion” : It speaks for the values of a community mostly now scat
tered throughout the world. Ugresic’s The Culture of Lies master
fully produces an active solidarity among the members of this
rather silent community by compiling a textual museum of all
the details that constituted the common Yugoslav past. There is
an uncanny, implicit proof of U gresic’s thesis that individual
memory is determined by collective, political memory: When
writing about Yugoslavia, she constantly refers to its fifty-year
existence. Yugoslavia’s history is much longer, in fact, as Ugresic
very well knows, having its beginnings in 191 8, when the K ing
dom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes united these peoples in a com
mon state for the first time in history. This state was named
“Yugoslavia” in 1929. But Ugresic’s narrator, whose homeland is
represented by her 1957 reading primer, does not and could not
authentically remember the pre-1945 Yugoslavia.
The Culture of Lies touches upon several subjects that its
author deems important in her analysis of the war in the former
Yugoslavia. In the first place, there is the theme of guilt evenly
distributed between the two largest ethnic groups in the
region— Serbs and Croats. Ugresic approaches the topic of
nationalist madness from different perspectives. One is the lin
guistic perspective: the language of nationalism and the nation
alist division of the common language, as a treasure house of the
common past. There is also a gender perspective in the book.
Since Yugoslav society has always been patriarchal, Ugresic
reads the war as a terrible male game in which women are
inevitably victims. Her analysis of the archetypal patriarchal
triangle— homeland as mother, leader of the nation as dictator
ial father, and the citizens of such a state, male citizens to be pre
<15 )
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cise, as immature, Oedipal children— is often merciless and sar
castic. At times it is very amusing: At one point, Ugresic’s nar
rator relates a scene from the Zagreb Dolac green market. The
police of the newly independent Croatian state would stroll
through the market: “Strong and arrogant, they seriously dis
rupted life of the market f ...] when the peasant women saw the
strong young men in uniform approaching them, they would
signal to one another: ‘Run, women, here comes democracy! ”
U gresic’s insight into the patriarchal nature of Balkan culture
could be developed as a partial answer to an eternal question:
Why is it that Yugoslav peoples have shown, throughout their
history, such a tolerance to dictatorships and acceptance of what
Ugresic calls “historical U-turns” ?
The author very critically— at times humorously, at times
accusingly— examines the role of writers and intellectuals in the
bloody disintegration of Yugoslavia. She very effectively points
out that the first step in resetting and reconditioning collective
memory is the destruction of common cultural ground. Thus the
first casualties of the Yugoslav war were books, artifacts, monu
ments, and architectural objects with emblematic value.
The Culture of Lies (as well as Have a Nice Day and The Museum of
Unconditional Surrender) persistently looks at ways in which the
media neutralize the difference between image and life. Accord
ing to Ugresic, the mechanism works both ways. We (whoever
“we” are) model our lives according to matrices transmitted by
contemporary fairy tales (soap-operas, for example). We long for
the triumph of good over evil, and we do not accept that some
times it is not easy to tell who the bad guy is:
And, while, in a paradoxical way, the marathon Mexican soap
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opera restores to the traumatized citizens of former Yugoslavia a lost
sense of everyday reality, so everyday life (and death) are gradually
being transformed into soap opera. In the late autumn of 1 996 I ran
into an acquaintance from Sarajevo. “Sarajevo is echoing with the
sound of gunfire and grenades from dozens of feature films being shot
there,” she said. “Steven Spielberg is coming soon, as well,” she said.
[...] Right now the people of Sarajevo — those same people who
have just survived the siege of their city— are earning a few coins
as film extras. [ ...] And those acted ones [victims] will be more
genuine than real ones, because the real ones were too real to be
genuine. (CL 2 15)

Ugresic dissects the outside world s understanding of the war
in Yugoslavia. In the United States, she claims, the Yugoslav war
was perceived as yet another instance of mediated, virtual reality.
The flattening effect produced by the media— chiefly by image—
has very palpable, both ethical and practical, consequences.
When killings are “too real to be genuine,” and when real soldiers
disguise themselves as pulp-fiction characters, something is
wrong. Ugresic s narrator is an unwilling witness to what Baudrillard calls “hyperreality:
[ ...] the age of simulation thus begins with a liquidation of all
referentials— worse: by their artificial resurrection in a system of
signs [ ...] It is no longer a question of imitation, nor reduplica
tion, nor even parody. It is rather a question of substituting signs of
the real for the real itself. (167)

Western culture perceived the war in Yugoslavia as it per
ceives any virtual reality: as a simulacrum that bears no relation
to any reality whatsoever. In the all-encompassing kingdom of
images, the reality of the Yugoslav slaughter-house had
achieved the status of a negative Disneyland, “ [a] deep-frozen
( 17 1
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infantile w orld/’ as Baudrillard defines it. The difference
between the two is not hyperreal, though. The presumed male
infantile aggressiveness of Yugoslav politicians and warriors
does not conceal a lack of reality. And this is something that a
media-stricken and media-consumed global spectator cannot
grasp anymore. Hence “ the culture of lies’’ in U gresic’s book
becomes a global phenomenon.
In The Culture of Lies Dubravka Ugresic refuses to choose eth
nic sides in the war she attempts to read as a text. Her position is,
in a way, unique. The home-grown resistance to the war in
Yugoslavia was largely articulated from positions different from
Ugresic’s. The most common position was the most apparent one:
The enemy is worse than we are, so we have to defend ourselves.
There were also journalists, writers, film directors, university pro
fessors, and other members of the intelligentsia opposed to pro-war
forces in their ethnic communities. Ugresic clearly thinks that
such a position, no matter how anti-nationalistic, basically con
firms the initial division of the Yugoslavs into their narrow, eth
nically defined groups. She feels that she can accuse the partici
pants of the 19 9 1-9 5 war as being equally guilty and equally
answerable for all of their crimes because all of them are “hers.’’
Ugresic explains in her book that her devastating critique of the
newly formed Croatian state is a consequence of her immediate
familiarity with that milieu.
Such a position engenders certain difficulties. Ugresic intro
duces the metaphor of palindrome into the book, suggesting that
the war can be read from left to right, and from right to left, and
its contents will remain the same. If this is so, one of the author’s
obligations becomes the justification of her own metaphor. The
figure of the circle is another notable symbol in The Culture of Lies.
{ 18}
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Both palindrome and circle suggest certain repetitive movements,
the meaning of which, to an extent, docs not change. The thematic
and formal dimensions of U gresic’s book support each other in
this respect. Her book can be read from beginning to end and from
end to beginning. Constituents of all cultures of lies form concen
tric circles, and this is why Ugresic’s text starts with the tiny Croa
tian state and ends with a global proliferation of lies. Each of the
book’s chapters has a circular composition: chapters typically open
with a detail from everyday life, and then gradually, through everincreasing generalization, end in some universal claim. The
dramatization and tension of motifs and themes in Ugresic’s book
is thus achieved on the level of each chapter, as well as on the level
of the book as a whole. The author obsessively goes back to the spe
cific features of nationalism she attempts to dissect by approach
ing the same feature from various perspectives. In accordance with
its refusal to take sides in the war, The Culture of Lies refuses to con
form to any generic classification. This is why it can afford to be
stylistically uneven and to frequently utilize generalization and
hyperbole without losing its artistic wholeness.
The Culture of Lies stems from a paradoxical intersection of two
principles, illustrated by two quotes used in the book. One is
Konrad’s categorical and utopian concept of writing as an essen
tial act. The other principle is formulated in Danilo K is ’s The
Anatomy Lesson:
[...} for the intellectual of this century, of this age of ours, there
is only one test of the conscience, and there are only two subjec ts
which if one fails them means [ ...] [to] lose one right to a (moral)
voice once and for all: fascism and Stalinism. (CL 1 6 1 )

Ugresic’s narrator admits that she had considered K is’s state
{ 19 I
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ment “moralistic and severe” when it was published in 1979, but
that she now reads it “from a quite different perspective and with
due respect.” Konrads and K iss statements are seemingly con
tradictory. Ugresic’s The Culture of Lies, no matter how “moralis
tic and severe” it reads at times, is an impossible hybrid of these
two principles. The text is cramped between the opposites it
establishes: before and after, East and West, real and virtual, male
and female, linear and circular, forgetting and remembering,
modern and postmodern, political and antipolitical.
In his seminal text “Simulacra and Simulations,” Jean Baudrillard writes:
When the real is no longer what it used to be, nostalgia assumes
its full meaning. There is a proliferation of myths of origin and
signs of reality; [...] There is an escalation of the true, of the lived
experience; a resurrection of the figurative where the object and
substance have disappeared. (1 71 )

Ugresic’s book is primarily a protest against the war in the for
mer Yugoslavia— or, for that matter, any war in which people are
being killed in the name of ethnic, national, or ideological iden
tity. The Culture of Lies is an outcome of an individual act of resis
tance to the destruction of a people and its memory.

{ 20 }

The Magic Whip
Wang Ping

It is the mark of
a virgin,
the yellow blossom girl
men would bid
to deflower— the black pigtail
that brushes its path
along the waist, hips, backs
of the knees, tied with
a ribbon or red yarn.
Hearing that the Manchurian horsemen had crossed the Great
Wall, the last emperor of Ming went to his garden and hung him
self on a crooked tree. The Manchu warriors took over the Forbid
den City. “No woman is allowed to bind her feet and every China
man must wear a queue,” ordered the first emperor of Qing.
I saw the black down on my shins,
thought I was turning into a man.
She trades her voice for human legs, rises naked from the sea to
meet the prince on the beach. She wraps her shame with a cloak of
brown hair that drapes to the ankles. I cried over the book stolen
from a sealed library, and vowed to keep my hair long.
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I poured the kerosene into a wooden basin, and let go of my
braids. “Are you sure you want to do this?” asked the old v il
lage woman who gave me the folk recipe. “Another way to get
rid of those bugs, once for all, is to shave your hair.” I nodded,
bent my head, and slid the black cascade into the kerosene.
Fumes smarted my eyes and pricked the scalp like needles.
Count to three hundred and all the lice and the eggs w ill be
dead, I muttered through clenched teeth. I was fifteen, had
just left home to work on the village farm. I was determined
to save my hair, at any cost.
She greased her daughter s hair
one more time
with her wooden comb,
coiled it into a bun, crisscrossed
with strings of pearl, velvet flowers,
a golden hairpin of the phoenix
to hold it tight.
The husband came to fetch her
Kneeling on the bed, she licked
a hole through the paper window,
watched him carry her youngest girl
into a bridal sedan, face wet behind
a scarf. She wanted to join
the wailing to wish her good luck.
But she had no more tears.
When they caught the adulterers, the villagers broke the man’s
legs and plucked the woman’s pubic hair clean.
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After midnight
the only lights are from the beauty
salons along DeKalb Avenue
of Brooklyn where they braid
each other s kinky hair
laughing, slapping their thighs
In Hong Kong, she cut the braids she’d kept for fifteen years. She
arrived in JF K the next day, the new C-bob perched on her scalp
like a battered helmet.
The Boxers braided talismans into their queues.
We have magic whips, they sang in unison.
No bullets from the Western ghosts
can ever touch us.
A woman without pubic hair is called a “white tiger”— a man killer.
Hair curling up over his shirt
buttons, hair running down the back
of his neck, hair rolling out of his sleeves,
and hair on his legs when he comes
dripping from the ocean.
And he’s my “honey,” my “sweetheart”
my “daddy.”
She caught him again with a woman in their bedroom. “I can’t
go on like this. You keep the son and I ’ll take care of this one,”
she pointed to her swollen womb, and left. Within a week, her
hair became matted and the braids formed into the shape of a
I 23 }
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cobra with a raised hood, lice in the locks like worms. And no
man would go near her.
Tough hair on a girl equals stubbornness equals disobedience
equals bad luck.
His advice to women friends:
Keep your hair long
if you want to find a man.
“I’m so tired of my hair. I’m ready to cut it,” I whined to a friend.
“If you cut it,” she said sternly, “you’ll have nothing left.”
Another outbreak of lice in the nursery. Teachers pulled her out to
examine her head. They always started with her, for some reason.
They didn’t know lice hated kinky hair. Its nappy jungle made it
too difficult to reach the scalp for blood.
The laws of the Great Qing: removing a man’s queue is punish
able by decapitation.
My boyfriend caught me in the bathtub shaving with his razor at
3:00

A .M .

“I thought Chinese were hairless,” was all he could say.

The nurse shaved her, told her to relax. The doctor walked in, face
behind a mask. He injected anesthesia into the naked armpits,
then cut along the marks drawn on the skin. He peeled. She felt
the tugging and pulling, her arms jerked up and down like a pup
pet. He finished the last stitch. “All gone. No more sweat, no
more fox stink,” he said cheerfully. “Are you really eighteen?” he
{2 4 }
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examined her face. She looked up at his sparse eyebrows, couldn’t
tell him she was fifteen, but had already smelled so bad that
nobody could come close, couldn’t tell him she had to sell her pet
chickens to pay for this. “I know it’s none of my business,” he said.
“ But if you are younger, the sweat glands may grow back and
you’ll need another operation.”
I grew up hearing this every day:
A man without a mustache
is a man without a brain.
Names for haircuts: crimp, bangs, snake mane wave, curly cue,
buzz cut, spike, coif, upsweep with attitude, brow-tossing,
ringlet-topped, shoulder-brushing, tousled-finish, wind-blown,
dred-like, razor-cut, luscious body, hip with a flip, down-to-there.
When the Last Emperor was dethroned, the New Republicans
forced men to cut off their queues on the street.
A treatment for hysteria: depilation of pubic hair. When blood
rushes to the pulled roots, the “heated” head will cool down.
She got a perm in Midtown Hair. Her lover opened the door and
laughed. “Where did you get this Afro cut?” The next day, she
found a Korean salon in Flushing, and straightened all the curls.
She ate ramen, ten cents a package, for the rest of the month.
Hairpainting

Consort

Gray Chic

Les Rouge

Natural Instincts

Romantique

Xtreme FX

Color Shock

Les Blondissimes
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Colorsilk

Born Blond

Grecian Formula

Nutrisse

Nice ‘n’ Easy

Just for Men

The body dies, but the hair continues to grow.
Women constantly stop her
on the street and say,
“I love your braid.
Don’t ever cut it.”

Possession at the Tomb
of Sayyed Pit Hazrat Baba Bahadur
Saheed Rah Aleh
Neela Vaswani

The Spirits, Anger and Sorrow
M Y N A M E IS G U S S A A N D L A S T T H U R S D A Y I C A M E T O L I V E

inside this woman. As she rolled out her prayer rug I was shaken
loose from the crook in the Tree of Life where I had lazed for fortythree years. Out of the carpet weft, past the easterly mirab and the
shabby fringe, I sailed into the woman’s intestines. For a week I
waited, wandering by her bladder and squeezing around her sock
ets. I missed the dry rug, the opinions of the wool, sometimes irri
tating and judgmental like the sheep it had grown from, but still,
a familiar voice. It is never easy to leave a place of comfort. The
dangerous pumping of this womans heart and the emissions of
her liver frightened me, so I hid at the base of her skull, an area of
some peace. Then the woman and her daughters were invited to a
wedding where she ate seven and a half ladoos. In her veins, I saw
the linear structure of glucose sweep by. It excited me. Lengthen
ing, I soused the woman’s lungs. She ran to the tomb; it was
Thursday. Up her throat I spiraled, branching off and down and
plunging into her arms. She pounded on the floor, she hollered
and grunted, and I, I minced along her tongue. Reaching her
teeth, I pushed through the stained gaps. And all of this I did, all
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of it, so she could roar, “Why did you not ask me how / felt?”
My name is Dukkha, and twenty Thursdays ago, I came to live
inside this child. From the smoke of her mother’s funeral pyre I
detached myself and flew up her nose. Warm and moist, I stayed
hidden in the short cilia, gripping tightly when she sneezed. For
five weeks I swung there, small but persistent. When she slept, I
elongated and spread myself into the bumpy folds of her cerebel
lum, the canals of her tiny ears. I was sneaky and silent. And one
afternoon, the child stepped down from the stool that she used to
reach the stovetop; she left the lentils to burn in the pot. She left
her brother s math equations blank, and her father’s shirt, twice
her length from skull to toe, she put aside with an unmended tear.
She ignored the flat tires of her uncle’s bicycle and her grandfa
ther’s gritty feet. As she walked to the temple to garland Ganesha, to pat his trunk and say hello, I sloshed back and forth in her
ears. It was the scent of marigolds that finally released me. As the
girl extended her hand to the Lord’s nose, I shot into her legs,
down past her pointed knees, and wormed into her toes, as small
as peas. She ran to the tomb; it was Thursday. On the ground she
curled up, puny and tight; she rocked, rolled, back and forth. I
slid into the corners of her eyes, careful to avoid the gravel there,
and then she cried, she moaned and grieved, and sometimes she
shouted in her squeaky voice, “I miss my mother, I miss her. Let
me have a life of my own. ”

The Tomb
Climb up a long flight of white marble stairs and you will come
to a white marble doorway. Through this doorway you enter a
room with a white marble ceiling and four white marble walls. In
{28}
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the center of the room stands a white marble rectangle: nine feet
high, three feet wide, and six feet long. Inside the tomb lies
Sayyed Pir Hazrat Baba Bahadur Saheed Rah Aleh, a heap of rot
ting white bones and white cloth. Behind the tomb is another
marble doorway. Go through it and you will find yourself in an
open-air courtyard with brown brick walls. If you go on a Mon
day, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, or Sunday, you will
see only young Farouk, sweeping the dirt floor, resting for a
smoke, scouring the walls with a wire-brush, looking up into the
sky, sprinkling bleach and rose-water, scratching the back of his
leg with a bare foot. But if you go on a Thursday, Farouk won’t be
there, and you will be forced to remain in the doorway. There will
be no space for you to sit, to walk about. You will stand there and
see fifty-odd women (rarely does the pure spirit bewitch a man),
all possessed, but only on Thursdays. They are crammed close
against each other, howling, thrashing, sweating, and ranting.
And you will see the men that accompany the women, men who
squeeze their eyes shut against spit, dodge kicks and swipes, teeth
and knuckles, curses and threats. It takes Farouk six whole days of
mostly hard work, some praying, and a bit of loafing, to make the
courtyard clean again.
This Thursday, there is one man with two sets of raised pink
scratches running in parallel lines down his cheeks. His name is
Gopal, and he is here with his possessed wife, Apsara, and their
son, their only child, Nanak.

Apsara, Gopal, and Nanak
“T H E S P I R IT W A N T S TO D R I N K A S A L T Y L A S S I,"
Apsara bellows to Gopal, who sits on her stomach. He inclines his
I 29 |
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head towards their child, but does not loosen his grip around
Apsaras wrists.
“Quick quick, fetch one fetch one,” she croons to Nanak. Her
eyes, her own eyes, blink at him before scrolling up, white again.
The boy hesitates. Unless his mother looks at him once more, he
will refuse to go. Focusing on Apsara s forehead, webbed with
black hair, Nanak thinks, see meysee me. Slowly, Apsara s eyes roll
down, the pupils shrink, then dilate. She sees him. From the
ground near his fathers foot the boy snatches coins and runs away.
It is noon, and already the spirit has demanded 2400 rupees
worth of goods, mostly kitchenware— a food processor with
interchangeable blades, a no-stick frying pan, a glass teapot that
the spirit specified whistle, but not too shrilly, and a diamondchip nose ring. These items, lined up outside the tomb entrance,
were purchased and presented to Apsara. Promises, such as, “I’ll
buy the teapot tomorrow after work,” angered the spirit, causing
Apsara to hiss and jerk. Excuses, such as, “Please, Spirit, we do
not have a lot of money. Why don’t you go inhabit our neighbor,
Jaji, who has a satellite television,” forced the spirit into Apsara s
long hands. Her fingers curved, then clawed, seeking skin. Some
times a patter of compliments, praising the spirit’s strength and
ability to frighten, formed a perceptible ripple that traveled up
the length of Apsara s body. After these episodes, she smiled and
seemed to sleep for a few minutes.
When the nose ring was thrust in front of Apsaras blank eyes,
the spirit left her abruptly. Apsara coughed and spat blood. She
sat up, straightened Nanak’s shirt and touched her husband’s
scratched cheeks. She pulled a dull gold stud from her nose,
twirled in the new starry diamond, and looped her hair into a tidy
knot. Then the spirit returned, slamming Apsara onto her back
{30 }
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with such force that both of her feet flew up, one after the other,
and whacked Gopal in the groin.

Auntie is Useful
Three years in a row Nanak has seen his mother possessed by the
same spirit. It always arrives at dawn on Independence Day—
August 15 th — when his fathers favorite liquor store is closed,
and a sign, D R Y D A Y , hangs crooked on the door. If Indepen
dence Day does not fall on a Thursday, the spirit lurks inside
Apsara until midnight of the following Wednesday, at which
time it detonates, caterwauls, and they all race to the tomb. Gopal
holds his wife as the spirit bucks and twists through her. He begs
Nanak to buy him a bottle of whiskey, to bring it to him with a
Coca Cola. Then the spirit enters Apsara’s mouth. Her sweatshined lips curl and she snarls, “Irresponsible Drunk, Wastrel,
Poor Provider, One-Testicled Sot,” until Gopal whimpers, “No
more whiskey, I swear it. Release me, release my wife. Forgive.”
The spirit possessing Apsara is more aggressive and greedy than
those controlling the women who convulse and wail around her
on the floor. The other husbands nod respectfully to Gopal. He
does not notice them.
Friday, the spirit disappears from Apsara, leaving behind a
cloud of pale, yellow smoke. The family runs from the tomb of
Sayyed Pir Hazrat Baba Bahadur Saheed Rah Aleh and goes home
to sleep. And on that day Nanak’s 350-pound auntie arrives, with
her two fifty-pound padlocked trunks, in a bicycle rickshaw.
Nanak longs to see the insides of these trunks, longs to crouch in
one, listening to his aunt’s voice fray with worry as she calls his
name, searching for him. She tells the boy stories about the
(3i }
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wicked suitors she has rescued her daughter from. “ Nanak,
sweetie, you would not believe,” she says, coyly drawing a fuchsia
ckunni across her face, “These men will grow mustaches and
beards to hide their cruel lips, but a good Brahmin girl, like
myself, always finds them out. You are lucky to have nice, plump
lips. Be proud; stick them out.”
Puffing air between his teeth and closed lips, Nanak forms his
breath into a ball, then juggles it back and forth between his
cheeks. The swishing is loud inside his own head, but Auntie does
not hear it. “Soon, you will be a young man, Nanak. In four, five
years. I suggest you do not grow a mustache.” She swings the boy
onto her broad lap.
Auntie smells of hirig, sulfuric and rotten. During the week
that she cares for Nanak, she wears the same salwar kameez, but
changes her chunni and spacious underwear daily. She will not
allow Nanak to see his parents. They hear his father crying and
pacing upstairs; they hear his mother making fresh lime sodas in
the kitchen. Apsara carries the drinks on a copper tray, ice cubes
clinking, seltzer fizzing quietly. Sometimes she calls out, “Hav
ing fun, you two?” and waits until they chorus, “Yes,” before
mounting the stairs.
Together, the boy and his aunt sit on the tiled parlor floor
rolling red marbles up alleys of grout. Auntie tells Nanak, “Maybe
your father will end his sickness this time. Maybe, maybe. Some
things are very difficult. You understand, don’t you, baby?”

Nanak, The Shoe Finder
With the coins pressed inside his left fist, Nanak darts out of the
tomb. At the head of the marble stairs he checks for the spirit s
I 32 }
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food-processor, frying pan, and teapot. He finds them, halfburied beneath a spreading hill of shoes: black rubber, red leather,
brown cloth, pink plastic. Since he and his parents were among
the first people at the possession, the boy pockets the coins and
throws himself, face-down, onto the pile of shoes. He rams his
arms deep into the jumble, his right and left hands searching
away from each other. Empty heels and toes kick into his stom
ach. The mixed smell of unfamiliar feet is confusing, so Nanak
closes his eyes and rests his cheek on a slipper.
He envisions the green of his own shoes, he smells the crumbled-dirt scent of his feet and closes his hands tightly around two
canvas toes. When the boy pulls his arms free of the pile, he sees
that he has guessed correctly. In each hand, he holds one of his
own green, canvas shoes. He claps them, sole to sole, above his
head and announces to the sky, “I am Nanak, The Shoe-Finder!”
At the center of the courtyard, a fountain gargles. He skips to
it, over green and blue tiles, and slips into his shoes. Wind gusts
through the fall of water, lightly spraying the boy. Laughing, he
jumps up and down, his feet smacking into his rump, the ground,
his rump, the ground. He listens to the water bubble, the shrieks
of possessed women. He cannot distinguish his mother s voice
from the others. Holding one knee to his chest, he hops out of the
courtyard, chanting lassi lassi lassi as he goes.

How to Make a Salty Lassi
Fill a glass, almost to the top, with plain yogurt, preferably home
made. If you must use store-bought yogurt, keep it at the back of
the refrigerator and age it about two months. Only the seasoned
nose will be able to discern if the yogurt has soured beyond edi
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bility. It should smell rather strong. Do not worry about the
greenish liquid skimming the surface of the yogurt. This is nor
mal and to be expected. Now, fill the rest of the glass with ice
cubes, or water, depending on how much effort you want to put
into making the lassi, and if you have an electric blender or not. If
you are tired and do not have an electric blender, you must use
water to fill the remainder of the glass. Use ice cubes and blend if
you have a blender; if you have only spoons, use water and stir vig
orously for quite some time. Once the concoction has the consis
tency of cream, salt and pepper to taste. Sometimes mint is added.
If you use water to make the lassi, ice cubes may be tossed into the
drink after blending has occurred. Sip and enjoy.

On His Own
“The spirit wants to drink a salty lassi,” Nanak says to the dudhwallah, giving the man some coins.
“And how does the spirit like its lassi?” Wrinkles cover the
man s face, winding under his chin, down his neck, and beneath
his undershirt. The lines seem to have no starting point, no end.
“The same way my mother does. ” To see over the edge of the
counter, Nanak balances on his toes. He smells the creamy milk,
yogurt, butter, and wishes he had more coins. “With plenty of pep
per and mint,” he adds, deepening his voice, puffing out his lips.
A conversation between two men, standing in line behind
Nanak, distracts him from the placid smells. He tries to discern if
the men have mustaches from the sound of their voices: “No, no,
the definition of a slum is a densely populated area. Which makes
all of India a slum. If we are to have Western luxuries, we must
learn to live like them, to think like them.” No mustache on this
I 34 I
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man, Nanak thinks. He watches as the dudh-wallah spoons plain
yogurt and ice into a cup.
“ But then all our villages will turn into Kotla with expensive
shops run by women who wear saris for the tourists, then go home
and put on blue jeans to count their money. Those Western Indi
ans who come back after living over there, they have no sense of
family; they’re greedy.” Nanak stamps footprints into the dusty
ground, then rubs them out, deciding that this speaker has a mus
tache, crinkled and thick. A softness rings the man’s voice, as if
something hangs in the way of his lips. Closing his eyes, Nanak
sees a floating black mustache hung with words that dangle like
earrings. Village, Tourists, Women, Money.
“Hey, boy, the spirit’s beverage.” The dudh-wallah hands Nanak
a large cup of lassi and a small cup of milk. “No charge for yours.”
Because he smiles as he drinks, milk dribbles down Nanak’s
chin. He stands on his toes to place the empty cup on the
counter. Glancing back, he is surprised to see that both men
have full beards.

The Man-Woman
As the boy steps away from the stall, he almost collides with a
woman. She has short black hair, short like a man’s. Her lips are
scarlet, and she wears black trousers and a grey silk blouse. Nanak
stands close enough to her to see an indentation in the side of her
nose where a jewel must have once been. She carries a briefcase
and shoves at a cotton-candy wallah who presses against her as he
walks by. “Arrey, asshole, who do you think you are?” Her voice is
harsh, outraged. The man regains his balance and purses his lips
into an exaggerated kiss, shaking his stick of bagged pink-cotton
(35)
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at her. Again, the woman shoves him, her voice now hysterical, “I
have a Ph.D. for God s sake, how dare you, how dare you?” The
man ducks as the woman swings her briefcase at him. It swoops
over Nanak s head, and he drops his cup on the ground. White
lassi, dotted with black and green flecks, runs over his canvas
shoes, pooling near the toes.
Seeing the boys tears, the dudh-wallah gives him another lassi
and cup of milk, both free. By the time Nanak leaves the stall for
the second time, the woman with short hair is gone. He will ask
his auntie about her. A woman with man-hair and man-wrath is
something he has never seen before. She must be possessed by
some spirit, he thinks, tightly clenching the new cup of lassi
between his hands. He takes a sip of the drink, careful to wipe the
incriminating white film from the cup s edge, but he forgets to
clean his mouth.

What Nanak Will Remember
On the way back to the tomb, the cup of lassi between his hands,
Nanak looks into an open doorway. He sees an elderly man, teeth
white in a dark face. Above his head, the man holds a small boy
by the armpits. They turn together in a circle. Inside the house,
the light is blue and glowing. They are laughing, both old man
and young boy. Nanak wants to feel the man s hands under his
own arms, he wants to swing and laugh. He stops walking, leans
against the door frame, and watches as the man lowers the little
boy to the ground. Into the blue light of the house the boy
lurches, and Nanak realizes that he limps not from dizziness but
because he has a withered leg.
If Nanak had not stopped in the doorway, he would never have
( 36 }
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known that the boy was lame. He would only have remembered
the sound of his laughter, and the way the old man cupped his
armpits. And if the man had not lifted the boy, had not spun him
above the ground, the boy might never have known the ease and
smoothness of flight. The image of the man and boy stays with
Nanak till he himself is an old bearded man, long after he has for
gotten the possession, the screaming women, the spilled lassi.

A Second Man-Woman
There is a white woman, an American, inside the tomb now. She
sits with her back against the northern brick wall. Like the manwoman from the street, she has short black hair and wears trousers.
An orange scarf covers her head, and her feet are bare, like every
one else’s. Nanak gives the lassi to his father and steps over and
across and around the howling women to get to the American.
“What type of spirit possesses you?” he asks her. She takes a tis
sue from her pocket and wipes the coat of lassi from his lips. In
Hindi, she replies, “Why do you want to know?”
Immediately, he answers with another question, “Are shorthaired women possessed by the P-H-D?”
He does not understand why the woman laughs for so long, but
he is thrilled by the sound because it reminds him of birds in the
morning. When she pats him on the head, he takes a step back,
out of reach of her hand, and demands an answer to his question.
He repeats, “What type of spirit possesses you?”
Smiling, the woman fidgets with her scarf, pulling tight the
knot at the nape of her neck. With her head tilted down, Nanak
can see that gold threads run horizontally across the cloth. He
wants to touch them, and he steps towards the woman, again
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within reach of her hand.
“ What type of spirit possesses me?” the woman asks his own
question of him, tucking the sides of the scarf behind her ears.
She shrugs. “Curiosity, I guess.”
Nanak leaves the man-woman, the second he has ever seen, the
first he has spoken to. He steps across the bodies till he reaches his
mother. Her eyes are rolled back in her head, shivering, and her
tongue drips pink blood. “Ma,” he says, and reaches for her hand.

The Spirits, Joy and Guilt
My name is Khushi, and I have always lived inside this girl. From
her mouth I tumble in loud howls; I flit around her neck and
thighs, so she will bounce and toss her head. Poor girl, she stifles
me, covers her laughing mouth and slows her skipping. She hangs
her head when her mother scolds, “Do your duty, be a good, clean
girl and act as you should, not as you feel.” But I am perverse and
persistent. Sometimes I guide the girl into dusty streets where
she and the legless beggars play patty-cake. Other times, I make
her run so fast that she trips and sprawls and muddies her lace
dress. And when she is spanked, her mother’s hand hard upon
her, I tilt her eyes towards the sky. Am I really to blame when she
laughs aloud to spite the spanking? The girl, she boils with hap
piness because she is alive, alive, and the day is not yet finished.
This Thursday, she and I have come to the tomb. First, she lies
down and laughs raucously till she chokes. Then she spins and
jumps among the people, unwinding turbans, whooping, clap
ping her hands, dancing wildly till she falls in a most unladylike
way. With her hands on her hips, she says, “I will act as I feel, not
as I should. I am happy! Why must I hide?”
138}
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My name is Pathak and I am new to this old woman. She was
walking by the tomb, just a few minutes ago, when the tip of her
cane gouged me from the earth. I climbed the cane and oozed
into her gnarled hand. Up the white marble stairs she hobbled,
past the tomb, and into the brick courtyard. She stood near the
doorway, looking upon the women, the men, the children, and
she whispered, “ I am sorry for all the cruel things I have done.”
When she spoke these words, I swept from her. I called to the
spirit Pyar, love, who was watching a man with scratched cheeks,
his wife, and their boy. I asked Pyar to drift this way, over my old
woman. And so he did.

Friday Comes
After a full day and night of possession, Apsara is tired. Gopal has
promised more than seventeen times that he will stop drinking
whiskey, and Nanak has been napping in between the errands run
for the spirits great appetite. The white woman did not stay long
at the tomb; she sleeps alone in a hotel bed under a rotating ceil
ing fan. Across the city, Farouk is just awakening and deciding to
nest under the blankets for a few more minutes. And there, over
Apsara s head, hangs a pale, yellow cloud of smoke, signifying the
departure of the pure spirit.
Nanak, the shoe-finder, locates his green shoes and those of his
parents. They are delayed from leaving the tomb because others
also want the boy to find their footwear. A large crowd gathers
around Nanak, but when Apsara hisses impatiently, Gopal ushers
her and the boy down the white marble steps, past the lassi stall,
along three busy avenues jammed with traffic and out to the city’s
edge where their two-story house stands on a small plot of land.
(39)
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As they close the front door behind them, Auntie rumbles up
in a bicycle rickshaw. The rickshaw-wallah is skinny. He stands
on his pedals, throwing the weight of his slight body behind the
circular motion of his legs, forcing them to work down and
around, down and around. His arms shake from exertion, his
chest heaves, his breathing sounds like a hacking cough. Even the
bicycle, wobbling wheels and taut chain, strains under the bur
den of Auntie s body and her two big trunks.
After helping her down, the rickshaw-wallah hoists Auntie’s
trunks, one at a time, onto his back and carries them to the front
door. She gives him a meager tip, and he grumbles, “Thank you,
lady, your generosity is as bounteous as your body.” Since she is
already pounding on the door and calling for her young nephew
to come and help her, she does not hear what he says.
That night, at dinner, the rickshaw-wallah tells his four chil
dren about Auntie and her tremendous trunks. When they laugh
at the way he tells the story, he is pleased.
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If even such miracles are rare
Roberto Tejada

i
At the place come to a head by the assassins when images by
way of
sound as in the beating below us, one floor down, maybe
two, her voice through some divide
neither one of us can locate, over
and over again her shrill
petition, and then a rumble
of a body thud, then still
and begging such that all
be rendered now of no account,
even less so the police,
the windows swung open to identify her whereabouts,
why now among the neighbors?
To this your mothers
caterwaul between the two
of you foaming at the mouth and panting with the punches
or so the predators, when to silence when
to speak as though an animal
were a benevolence and grace no longer
blurred between defiance
and threat, between money
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and emotions, between
diplomacy and outburst,
between gift and verdict.
2

A year before the insurrection, I was terrified in my dream because
of all the resentful people, behind me, beside
me. They want me to get sick. The lower branches missing,
and every spark of the pines flared over the roadside
by the sun over the highland sierras
and down the valley outside Comitan.
That dream, the one of promised things, no work, no say,
no belonging, is just the envious people tormenting me. They
want me to leave
behind a weave of sickness.
They are angry since I built my little house.
3

Nocturnal nakedness in the clump field is
a clod of seedcake wrapped in oil paper,
furrows drizzled with mother’s
milk, autumn kernels in gold riffle over
the earth to the last fistful of wheat
we called the bride as if to honor the dead
now wedded in a first blaze and middle surge
that brought us here, bread risen
from the pap of bone meal, humor
and the powdered grain grown
tall where our departed were lain
[42 1
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to face skyward in time so that
a downpour fell to soak the brittle
valley and the trees lending shade
beneath the ascending union
of our forebears, as we are here now
encircled drawing seed time
ground made wealthy earth
these harvest children wailing
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to leave Jordan. At least, I comfort myself, she is not obviously
American: her olive skin, dark hair, and Arabic name allow her a
certain inconspicuousness. She always did take more from our
Palestinian father than our American mother. Besides, she seems
to belong in Amman: she speaks Arabic passably and understands
it well. Even her English has taken on a slight accent these days—
at moments she sounds like someone to whom English is a sec
ond, though familiar, language. So when people called up to ask,
“Is your sister still in Jordan? Why doesn’t she leave?” I would
suppress my fear and respond, “She’s really not in any danger;
everyone knows she’s bint Arab. Besides, it’s her home.”
As the heated panic of August settled into what then looked to
be the long haul of sanctions, people stopped calling. Those who
knew we’d stayed in Beirut during the worst years of the civil war,
not to mention the Israeli invasion, perhaps figured that it was a
family predilection. Indeed, even in 1970, when the violent
expulsion of Palestinians by the Jordanian army was clearly her
alded and most “foreigners” got out of town, my family stuck
around. We spent a month living below window level, the grim
sounds of battle just outside, before a cease-fire allowed us to seek
refuge with my grandfather in Iowa. I spent the rest of that year
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trying to explain to my classmates that we didn’t ride camels to
school, didn’t live in tents, did have television. I don’t think I got
through to them.
I don’t think I got through to my concerned friends this time,
either, when I explained that life continues relatively normally
even under the threat of war. They had a point, though: It quickly
became clear that staying in Jordan through the crisis wasn’t going
to be easy. In our phone calls, my sister reported problems that at
first seemed trivial. “There’s no Worcestershire sauce in town,’’ she
told me, the satellite connection echoing her words to me hol
lowly. “And no cornflakes.’’ Later, however, she became more con
cerned. “The government is distributing rice and flour and sugar.
They’re still available on the open market, but the price has sky
rocketed.’’ Then, more frightening: “A British couple was run off
the road the other day. They looked foreign.” “Take care of your
self,” I implored. “I don’t go near the embassies,” she reassured me.
“I stay close to home.” But, “People are tense,” she admitted each
time we spoke. “The streetlights are dimmed to save energy, every
thing closes at 7 p.m., the television station has reduced its broad
casting hours.” “When are you leaving?” I kept asking. “I don’t
know,” she kept responding. “I don’t think I should go.”
On January 14 , I called in a state of pre-deadline panic.
“They’re closing the airport,” she told me. “ I’d have to leave by
boat.” We made emergency plans for a boat trip to Egypt, where a
friend teaches at the university, but I knew she wouldn’t go. “I
had a seat on the last flight out,” she said. “I didn’t want to leave.”
I understood; if I were there I would stay as well. How could she
leave relatives and friends behind? But, “she’s American,” the
friends and relatives insisted. “There have been incidents. It’s not
safe for her. Tell her to leave.”
(45 1
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“Don’t worry,’’ my sister reassures me, “I’ve got water in every
container I own, stacks of spaghetti, extra cooking gas, lots of
cans.” I think of war-time meals: plain boiled spaghetti, dry tuna
fish, warm Pepsi to save the water. In 1967 we chewed white
raisins as we huddled in the hallway, fragile beneath the fierce roar
of bombs, my mother pressing my face into her damp, soiled
apron. No sweetness could quell my fear. In 1970 we ate lambchops for days, plowing desperately through the stocked freezer
before the meat went bad. Finally we turned to cans, and the
neighborhood cats feasted. In 1978, when I arrived in Beirut for
college, the first thing the American consul told me— as rever
berations rattled the windowpanes— was to keep a two-week sup
ply of canned food in my room at all times. I fed off crackers and
labneh for weeks before I felt safe enough to go out.
The Sunday before this war started I joined a group fasting for
peace. By the time the sound of bombs first exploded behind
Peter Arnett’s voice, live from Baghdad, I was pared down to a
taut wire, shaky and drained. My mind spun, sick with memo
ries: thick air choked with the din of bombs, shrieking voices,
dust sifting from rubble. A friend with relatives in Baghdad
refused to call. “What can I tell them?” he asked. “That it’s okay
to die?” I was lucky; in the blur of grief I was spared separate faces.
Then the Scud missiles hit Israel, and I rushed to call my aunt in
Jerusalem. They had gas masks there, she told me, but in the
West Bank, nothing. And how can you seal a tent or a one-room
tin shack? “Call Amman and tell them your uncle used the mask
without problems,” she commands me. “They’ll be worried
because of his heart.” In times of crisis Palestinians abroad act as
satellites, relaying news of death and life. C N N brings the war to
our living rooms, but no telephone links Amman and Jerusalem.
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“When is your sister leaving?” people started asking me again.
“It’s not safe for Americans there; anything could happen.” Here
in Massachusetts I’ve had anonymous phone calls at my unlisted
phone number, threatening “death to Palestinians.” When I walk
down the street wearing my kaffiyeh I feel an itch between my
shoulder blades, as if I am about to be struck from behind. A hitand-run driver smashed my car; I was sure I was being targeted.
Now every stranger makes me fearful. In war there are no hyphen
ated Americans, a radio talk show host insists, only Americans
and non-Americans. Do I get to choose which one I am, I wonder,
or has it already been decided? The counter-demonstrators at the
peace vigils shout traitor! scum! They appropriate the flag as if
peace were un-American. One of them screams at me, “ Do you
want the war here instead?” I think about people buying gas
masks in New York. “Do you understand?” I want to ask.
A friend in Chicago has a husband in the American reserves
and a brother in the Jordanian army. She is terrified some twist of
fate will set them fighting on opposite sides. What can I say to
her? When the missiles hit Tel Aviv I feared for a Jewish friend’s
family. We are all torn by this war; I’m not so sure that those who
can define themselves by exclusion are the lucky ones.
My sister calls with the story of a friend who spoke English
while trying to make a purchase at the vegetable market; the
storekeeper was frighteningly hostile till she repeated herself in
Arabic. It’s not the best time to be American, there. But here too
the world splits rigidly into zones of exclusion: black ribbons or
yellow. It was never easy to be Palestinian, much less PalestinianAmerican. We still haven’t learned enough about nuance, about
the intricacy of borders which meet and merge.
My sister calls again to report that she’s leaving Jordan, com
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ing to the States— leaving home, coming home. She’ll be on the
first flight out. I am both relieved and saddened. Does it have to
be a choice, I wonder? “Welcome,” I tell her, my voice winging
small and birdlike, lost against the sheer cliff-face of history.

Postscript
I write now from Cyprus— another country, another life. After
years of working to make a home for m yself in Massachusetts
between my Arab and American worlds, a family move now
requires me to start over. Although in many ways Cyprus offers
a meeting point between the Arab world and the West, it holds
its own challenges. Not only must I forge a place for myself in
this place that is in some ways welcoming and in other ways
resistant to diverse cultural definitions, I must help my young
daughter negotiate the triple facets of her own heritage—
Cypriot, Palestinian, American.
From the calm of our ground-floor Nicosia apartment, I gaze
out at the olive trees lining the street outside. In Palestine, at this
moment, my relatives struggle to maintain their daily lives. The
brother of a friend mourns his two young children, killed when
their apartment building was blown up by Israeli forces on an
assassination mission. Roads are torn up to prevent passage, bull
dozed olive trees lie in twisted heaps. I think of the energy needed
to simply carry on day to day, the effort it must take not to give
way to blind rage or crippling despair. Watching the stately trees
outside my window, I am reminded of what the soldiers bent on
destruction refuse to see: the dignity of perseverance.
In Iraq, too, ordinary people find the courage to go on. Eleven
years have passed since U.S. aircraft dropped 88,500 tons of explo{4 8 }
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sives, the equivalent of 7xh Hiroshima bombs, on the country. The
war is not over. “ Routine” U.S. aerial bombings of Iraq have
claimed the lives of over 300 civilians during the last two years
alone. Since August 1990, U.N. sanctions have led to the deaths of
a million and a half people. Iraqis have been prevented from gain
ing access to the food, medical supplies and clean water they need
to survive, the materials and equipment necessary to rebuild their
country. The number of malnourished children has increased over
300 percent. Infant mortality has risen eleven-fold. According to a
1999 UNICEF report, half a million of the deaths since the sanc
tions were imposed have been children under the age of five— chil
dren like my own trusting four-year-old daughter. The depleted
uranium used in the bombing has led to a fivefold increase in can
cer rates and an incidence of childhood leukemia that is the high
est in the world. Yet because of the sanctions these illnesses cannot
be treated. In the words of one Iraqi doctor, “The children come to
the hospital only to die— there is no medicine.”
At times, amid the personal upheaval of my transatlantic
move, I am tempted to ignore these painful realities. But
Cyprus, with its own troubled history as a divided country
under Turkish occupation, is not a place that encourages such
amnesia. And my daughters face is a constant reminder of how
fortunate I am, and how little I should take such fortune for
granted. W hile I worry about her cultural adjustment, Iraqi
mothers are sitting beside their dying children in hospitals that
do not have antibiotics, or clean water, or sheets for the beds.
Palestinian mothers are giving birth at checkpoints, burying
children shot on their way home from school.
Outside my window, the olive trees sway in a slight breeze,
signaling the reprieve of dusk. The day s suffocating heat is
(49)
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receding, soaking back into the earth. I imagine solar energy fil
tering through the soil, nourishing the trees greening the neigh
borhood. This morning my daughter and I planted a mango
seed, ringing it with sea-shells I collected as a child in Jordan.
‘‘Will it grow into a Cypriot tree?” my daughter wanted to know.
Since moving here she’s become very interested in matters of ori
gin and culture, as she sorts out which of our possessions, lan
guages and habits are Cypriot, which are American, which are
Arab. I’ve never seen a mango tree, but the dictionary describes
it as an “evergreen tree of the sumac family. ’’ An emblem of the
conjoining of disparate spheres, tropical and temperate, east and
west? I remember hearing that “exotic” fruits like mangos and
passion fruit are a new industry crop here in Cyprus: They grow
well, and people like them.
Tomorrow my daughter and I will go out to water our mango
seed. Together we will watch, day by day, for the small shoot
telling us that the seed has begun to put down roots, to seek its
sky. My daughter’s eagerness to pick mangos from her own
mango tree will not be fulfilled any time soon. It will take time,
too, to find my own rootedness in this new place, to branch out
toward my own new sky. But helping this new life come forth
may be, for now, enough.

{ 50 }

Dialogue with the Mirror
Pablo Medina

You are always longing
for another state.
A nostalgia for myself.
Your absence of self.
A walking away over the waves.
And into the waves.
What is there beyond horizon?
What isn’t here
in the thicket of presence.
A mouth searching
for the word that is its fruit.
Ripe with its own imagining.
And bite, like an island.
Yes, like an island.
(5i I

Smoke and Mirrors in Havana
Pablo Medina

The sea in its immensity
is telling a story.

Here is darkness (long,
long train through the night).

There under the carpet, grandmother
dust, grandfather consequence.

Shingmo
Jim in Han

C O M E W I T H ME. I LL T A K E YOUR S U I T C A S E U PS T A I R S ,

on my hunched back. Don’t offer to help. The lady of the house
won’t let you anyway. She likes to watch me struggle. She’s been
trying to get me to go to that Buddhist Temple of hers so that in
my next life I’ll be born as someone like her.
Here, I ’ll make you American Salad. Lady has ordered it. A
head of iceberg lettuce in a big bowl, that’s what Lady tells me.
Just like that there. Do you like it? Does it make you feel at
home? It doesn’t look delicious to me, but I shouldn’t say that
while you’re eating. Enjoy.
No, I won’t say anything wrong today. Today I’ll smile and
think good thoughts like Lady says so that I can begin to follow
the Buddhist way. Try it in case it helps me and my children in
our next life. You remind me of my girl a little. You’re older, of
course. She turns fifteen next week. But I say there’s a resem
blance. Just there when you offered me a chair, see, that’s what my
girl would do. But no, I always stand. I’m used to standing, (io
ahead. Eat. Here, here are your chopsticks. I make my girl food
sometimes when she comes to visit. Twice a month she comes to
sec me. She sews in a factory five towns from here. Lives in the
company dormitory. On their knees they work, and my girl works
the hardest of all. Moved to the platform near the window for hav
ing the fastest fingers, my girl, the best eyes. I tell Lady that we
can sleep in my room when she comes to visit, my girl won’t interI 53 I
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fere with my cooking and my scrubbing laundry on the balcony.
But Lady doesn’t want her staying for two days, so my girl leaves
after an hour to take the last bus back. Lady knows best. If I work
hard, in the next life we ll be together. Over there is my room,
attached to the kitchen, through that doorway. No, it’s not a stor
age closet. My blankets are on the shelf and when I lay them out,
I’ve plenty of room to sleep. You like the floors? All floors in Korea
are shiny. Don’t be surprised. Aren’t they clean in America?
My boy tells me everything is brand new in America. Yes, I
have a boy too. How about you? Do you have any brothers? Is your
mother lucky enough to have a son? My boy knows all the Ameri
can idioms. He could try them out on you, but he’s not allowed to
come here anymore. I begged Lady, but she got a report about him
stealing fish from the market. I told her it was the other boys,
those older boys he’s always with, but she won’t listen. A boy
needs his mother, I think. Close by, to watch over him, but he’s
not allowed to live here with me. So he lives wherever he can. No,
he’s not younger than his sister. Not older, either. What is age,
huh. Sure you’re a university student, but you don’t look like it.
With your sneakers and short pants you could be a big elemen
tary student. University ladies wear makeup and high heels. But
I say, he would like to talk to you, my boy. He loves American
music. Did you bring any? No, forget it. You can show me later.
Go on, eat. Eat.
So polite you are. Asking me to taste. No one says that here.
You’re embarrassing me. I have things to do. Lady is picky. Why
don’t you finish your salad? It doesn’t look delicious to me. But I
shouldn’t say. Why do they like to eat plain lettuce like this in
America? Raw like this. But I can make it every day if you like.
And you can think of where you came from and not be lonely. Of
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course I mean America. I know you came from Korea. But not
really. That was a long time ago. You grew up there in America.
Yes, your parents are Korean. But even if you want to be, you
aren’t. Look at the way you take big steps when you walk. You want
another example. I’ll give you another example: asking me to taste.
You’re nothing like Lady’s children. But it happens that way
sometimes. Family is not always the same. Your cousin, the
youngest one sits right where you sit. Today he’s shy, look how he
won’t come into the dining room, but usually we talk about what
he wants to eat for dinner. He’s the only boy so he gets his way. It’s
the Korean way. I agree with you. Sometimes not all Korean ways
are good ways. You and I know. Being born a girl leads to a hard
life. Even for Lady. She wasn’t worth as much without a son,
everyone knows this. So she went to the temple and swore she’d
become a Buddhist if she was given a boy.
That’s not why I think about becoming a Buddhist. I don’t
need to ask for a son. He came, a miniature of his father. Really,
how can someone look so much like someone else? My son. Exact
double he is of his father.
But I don’t want to talk about my children’s father. Eat your
American Salad. Don’t you like it? Is something wrong? No, my
back doesn’t hurt. I tell you I like to stand. I just put my hand
there, so I can balance. A little longer and then I’ll start the real
dinner. Lady said you’d be hungry after your plane ride. Are you
worried about me?
My boy would like to meet you though. I do miss him. More
than my girl sometimes. He’ll be the one taking care of my grave
when I die, not my girl. That’s the Korean way too. I hate to
think about what I did in my last life to deserve this. Lady says
my children steal and suffer because of me. I’m to go to that tem( 55 1
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pie, even if it s my one evening of free time. I have to do some
thing to make it up to them.
My back? No, my back doesn’t hurt anymore. Once it did.
Once I thought my back would split into ten pieces. When my
children were with me. That’s another thing that leads to a hard
life. If you have twins. Oh, you don’t know the word for twins.
Sometimes people are funny about it, afraid, I think. It’s why I
didn’t tell you earlier. You never know with some people, what
they ’ll think of you, maybe they ’d never speak to you again. It’s
all right. Eat. I’ll tell you. They were born at the same time. My
mother said it was like I was giving birth to animals. To two dogpups or two bear cubs. The two of them coming out like that, one
after the other. Human babies are born by themselves, only one.
But my two were animals, like the skinny starving ones that
belong to street dogs. They looked up at me and cried. All the
time they cried. Give me. Give me. My children’s father was bet
ter than me. He should have been the mother. I gave them breast
milk and then laid them down to sleep and watched them squirm
and cry. With their eyes closed they cried. My milk hurt them.
All day it went like that. Each one waking when the other one
slept. To eat because there was nothing else. They couldn’t help
it. That’s what they do. Nature makes them eat. Even when it
hurt them, I did it. I gave them my poison milk. Their father
would come home and lift them, carry them and bounce them and
that poison in their chests would finally come up and they would
stop crying. He didn’t think they were animals. He carried them
in each arm. A son and a daughter. No one else had two at once
like we did. Double rich. Richer than rich people. He used to call
them his right arm and his left arm. And me, I was his heart, his
lungs, his stomach. He said things like that.
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Where you shouldn’t go. Well, I mean like there are places. Like
about the Korean CIA, like about Namsan. Oh, you’ll hear about
places like Namsan while you’re here. You’ll hear of it if you lis
ten enough. Who me? Not me. Not until they took my chil
dren’s father there. I wish I never heard of it, to this day I wish I
never had. Is Lady still downstairs?
I tell you that Lady says that he lied, but it wasn’t anything he
said. They took him for six months. I couldn’t take my babies
with me to work. No one wants bad luck from twins. Lady was
the only one who took me in, but she made me send my boy and
girl away. For their own good. They work in factories, live in
dorms, have the company of children their own age. Lady says she
knows we have to start someplace, even for me. I think about it.
All of it. How I could have done. I think maybe I was punished
because I didn’t pray. I didn’t pray then.
People say you can skip this life and go straight to America.
They don’t waste their time in temples. They laugh when I tell
them what Lady says. She helps me. She made me try some Bud
dhist praying once. She burned candles on my legs and arms.
Now I have red-brown spots that won’t go away. Like red beans.
And she pulled my ears as if she were opening chestnuts in her
hand. But I tried not to yell each time. Because I wanted to get it
right. It worked for her. Sure she was rich already but she got her
son, I see that. So I’ll take my chances with Buddhism. I couldn’t
eat your salad.
I ’ll listen. I’ll do what she says. W hat’s the use in arguing? I
never prayed then. I remember the boy and girl were sitting out
side in the sun when he came in. He had a gun and he hit me with
it. Where he got it, I couldn’t think. Even after I curled over and
all he had to hit was my back, he hit me until we were both
{58}
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bloody. He was hitting himself, that’s what he was crying as he
hit me. He was hitting me because he loved me as much as he
loved himself, and he was going mad. They made him mad at
Namsan. And then he shot himself in the head.
So here I am.

159)

Three Poems
Venus Khoury-Ghata
Translated by M arilyn H acker

For J.-F. Auregan
He shakes her so she ll drop the words she stole
makes her break her engagement to the maple tree
attaches her to the same leash as a goat and a four-leaf clover
then sets her free in compensation

He upends her like a wineskin to drink her in one gulp
hoists her onto his shoulders to scale the slope
fills her mouth with gravel so she’ll be understood by the
mountain
He asks her to listen to his grief

He translates her cry into seven languages
but muzzles her echo which makes the broom-bushes leap up
chains her to his house
buries her there
He is so calm that a spider could spin its web in his head
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On his way
he passes a wedding procession in a field
the angel walking at its head is knitting a baby ’s vest out of his
own hair
he invites the angel to a banquet with his ladybug
but the angel shakes his head
his load is as heavy as his heart

That evening
he dines alone with his shadow
tells the fire about the woman the angel the four-leaf clover
without saying how long ago his story happened
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On the dark landing of her dreams
there is that ploughshare which furrows the floor of her house
going from the sink to the bed
where women and cats whelp to the great relief of the canary who
announces births

The same ploughshare flakes away beneath the fig-tree since the
man’s arms rusted

Scraping clean the dead man and his tools is beyond her forces
December is longer than the whole winter
and rain falling upon rain keeps her from bending over in her sleep

You there!
she calls out at mealtimes to the invisible silhouette
leaning over the furrow
because the dead do sometimes bend
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Autumn preceded summer by one day
vigilant gardeners cut the passionflowers’ damp lashes earlier
than expected
and the clocks knit narrower nights

A yellow wind dyed the forests’ facades
the trees stopped playing
and the swings full of little girls and robins stopped moving
with a great rustling of wings and petticoats

November had banished tears
compassionate angels licked the small scraped knees.

At the Front
Susan Lewis

A T T I M E S W E K N O W W H A T W I L L B E A S K E D O F US B E F O R E

a word is said. Even the ring of an alarm clock is a summons, prod
ding us out of the vacuum of responsibility that is sleep, dragging
us into the demands of consciousness. Anticipation can be a pro
tective gesture. Who would not rather volunteer than be drafted?
I open my eyes seconds before the sound of the alarm. My hus
band has kicked the coarse white cotton sheet into a wad at the
foot of the bed. He does not wake up, immune to the travel
clock s high-frequency tone, disturbing to the ear as foil against
teeth. Normally my husband’s sleeping face is blissful, like a
child’s. But today his brows are drawn into a scowl, his lids
pressed shut. When he opens them, his eyes are large and wet,
his forehead hot to my lips.
—I can’t go. —
-W h at is it? - Turista, I guess. I kiss his clammy forehead. - You poor thing. —
* * *
In the minibus, there is some awkwardness over seating as the
others process the fact of my husband’s absence. On this delega
tion, as in most situations, we are perceived as a unit rather than
as separate individuals. I wind up sitting in the front row, next to
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the minister from Long Beach. He has a tentative voice, muffled
by the dense, straw-colored mustache screening his upper lip.
The size of his head and shoulders gives him a dignity that dissi
pates when he walks, bouncing on his toes like a teenager.
We sit facing our guide, provided by this small country’s new
regime to show its accomplishments to interested citizens of its
northern neighbor. Manuel is slim and gracefully built; he wears
fitted white shirts which set off his delicate features. He has
squired us around with dedication— showing us fledgling schools
and child care centers, arranging a meeting at the university for
the professor of economics from Harvard, or today’s visit to the
front to see the aftermath of last night’s attack by m ilitia still
loyal to the deposed dictator. He asks after my husband’s health
with characteristic politeness, bordering on formality.
We fall silent as the minibus bumps out of the capital and
onto the ill-paved, dusty country road. There is something
inappropriate about the frivolity of our hot weather clothing. It
is not always obvious that this is a fact-finding delegation rather
than a holiday tour. The writer from Hollywood wears shorts
and a white alligator shirt, as if he has just walked off a tennis
court; the ex-nun’s pink cotton skirt and sensible, rubber-soled
sandals suggest a cruise; the graphic artist from Sacramento
looks like a teenager in her zipper earrings and chartreuse Tshirt, which brings out the inhuman green of her eyes. My
shorts and sandals suggest a release from the pressures I nor
mally wear, along with my business suits and sexless dresses, to
the law office my husband and I share. Only the economics pro
fessor, who has made it clear he is here to pass judgment on a
regime to which he remains steadfastly hostile, carries a brief
case to match his button-down shirt.
(65 )
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Manuel addresses us, a teacher taking his class on a field trip.
- We ll have to stop in the next town. I must phone and see if it’s
safe to continue. —Can t you tell them we want to go anyway? —The writer’s
voice carries a shrill of excitement; the bad boy in class acting up.
- They won’t take any chances. We’re responsible for your
safety. —
—O f course. - The minister nods in appreciation of the official
prudence; the sincere obedience of the teacher’s pet.
- What if I go on alone? I could hire a jeep— at my own
expense, of course—
But Manuel asserts control with a wave of the hand. —First let’s
see what they say. —
It occurs to me that Manuel always holds something in reserve.
Even his attentiveness seems impersonal. There is only one thing
about each of us which interests him, I think: whether, once we
come away from his country, we will hurt it or help it. W hat’s
more, Manuel’s detachment seems directed as much at himself as
at us. Rather than vanity, his tailored shirts and pared fingernails
reflect a soldier’s discipline.
* * *
In the provincial capital, we wait in the bus while Manuel makes
the call. The ex-nun, now a social worker in Los Angeles, impro
vises a fan out of notepaper. Folding a sheet from my legal pad
into accordion pleats, I notice the droplets of sweat accumulating
on the minister’s forehead and automatically, as if he were my
husband, angle my fan to include him in the breeze.
—What does your congregation think about you coming here? -
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—They don’t know yet. Many think I ’m too liberal. Some of
them want me out. —
The minister’s face betrays no excitement at this conflict, only
distress; his political unorthodoxy must be a matter of conviction
rather than temperament. He glances quickly at the economics
professor, hunched by the window, reading a book. The briefcase
rests on the seat beside him, as if to insure that no one will breach
the barrier of his isolation. I understand the minister’s distrust ;
my husband and I have discussed the possibility that the profes
sor might be an agent.
Manuel returns with three soldiers in full uniform. The woman
is older than the two men, not thin, with a face constructed of
handsome, sharp angles. She and the youngest soldier, who is well
under twenty years old, carry automatic rifles. The boy is wall
eyed, giving his face an incongruous innocence beside his menac
ing weapon. The third man, in his late twenties, carries a sizeable
paunch. He wears gold wire-rimmed glasses, a khaki baseball cap,
a pistol in his belt. He has an air of authority undiluted by his
pudgy jollity. He shakes hands affably with our driver.
—Let me introduce el Commandante Ramon Cardillo, Companeros Esperanza and Angel. - A note of ceremonial pomp
communicates Manuel’s message: these people are to be treated
with respect. —They will be escorting us to the front. —
—Terrific! —The writer sits forward, excited.
Among the rest of us a wave of tension passes, in response,
undoubtedly, to the proximity of guns. The professor sits unsmil
ing with the air of someone whose suspicions have been con
firmed. For the rest of us the sensation is not so simple. We do not
have to distrust the intentions of the new regime to be unsettled
by the presence of rifles.
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The driver, a mild man with muscled forearms and no front
teeth, starts the bus. There is an awkward moment when the three
soldiers look for seats. The minister scoots closer to the window,
touching my shoulder to do the same. The corpulent Commandante gives me a slight bow and an appreciative smile which
encompasses my petite figure, my Mediterranean coloring. I won
der about the ubiquity of color hierarchies which render those
barely lighter than oneself desirable and attainable. The bus
lurches forward, throwing the Commandante onto his seat. I cross
my legs, self-conscious in my shorts, the army-green tank top
bought especially for this trip.
The writer leans forward, bringing his chin an inch or two
from my shoulder. —Do you speak English? —
- Not very well, I am afraid. - The Commandante s clean con
sonants reveal significant education. A smile spreads his round
face, half shuts his alert blue eyes.
The minister looks past me to the Commandante. - I won
dered how you became a Commandante, I mean, did you fight in
the revolution? The Commandante laughs. —Unfortunately, yes! I have spent
most of my life fighting. - Why unfortunately? - The writer cannot reconcile what he
sees with what he hears. —Surely you believe in the revolution. —
- That does not require me to be fond of war. —
I press him: - Yet you’re good at it. He turns to me, his face inches from mine. Bits of black fleck
his blue irises, magnified by his glasses. —Being good at some
thing and liking it are two different things. —His tone is differ
ent from that with which he addressed the men.
- What would you rather do? - The cautious minister is
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intrigued by this kind of daring.
- 1 always wanted to study literature. The economics professor laughs, a short, sharp snort. This is
the first sign that he is listening.
The muscles along the minister’s jawline contract. Through
out our trip he has seemed fearful that the professor’s hostility
would be imputed to the rest of us.
The Commandante turns to the writer as if he hasn’t heard, or,
perhaps, hasn’t understood the professor’s reaction. - And you? —Me? I’m fascinated by war. Men’s capacity to flaunt death. —
—And women’s? —
Although the Commandante’s grin includes himself in this
mild reproof, I am provoked to sarcasm. - Maybe you’ll both get
your chance to do what you like best. The Commandante laughs, challenged by my tone. - I don’t
think so! - He explains, in Spanish, to Esperanza.
Their laughter makes me feel foolish; I blush.
- 1 don’t think so. But who knows? -

* * *
There comes a moment when strangers traveling together aban
don the ordinary customs of polite behavior and lapse into the
self-absorption reserved for intimate acquaintances. Once our dri
ving time exceeds an hour and Manuel tells us it will take another
to arrive at the coastal village damaged by last night’s attack,
such a silence settles on the bus. The ex-nun opens a Jane Austen
novel; behind her, the graphic artist props her feet on the back of
the other’s seat, her long, skinny legs folding like a giant insect’s,
bringing her knees a couple of inches from her closed eyes. The
{6 9 }
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writer stares out of the window, fountain pen poised in his hand,
leather-bound journal open on his lap.
I feel awkward, not knowing exactly how to conduct myself in
my husband s absence. I stare out of the window from my
cramped position, wedged between the minister and the large
thighs of the Commandante. I can feel the warmth of his leg
pressing against my bare skin. His uniform gapes open between
the buttons. When I turn in his direction, I am looking at his tof
fee-colored, hairless chest.
Soon the pavement ends. Our progress slows as the bus bumps
and lurches over the dirt road. An old car drives by in the oppo
site direction, coated with dust; furniture, baskets, and boxes
strapped to its roof. Moments later a cart passes, pulled by a bony
grey mule, piled with wooden chairs and kitchen utensils as well
as a wire pen full of chickens. An old man walks beside the mule,
slapping it on the rump with a stick.
The writer is all curiosity. —What’s going on? —
Manuel and the Commandante consult in Spanish. —They’re
refugees, fleeing the village after last night’s attack. A steady trickle of peasants now passes, dragging carts full of
household possessions, trailed by ragged livestock. A very young
boy, no more than seven, trots by on a heavily lathered horse, bags
of grain strapped to the saddle behind him. The graphic artist
leans over the writer, bracing her knees against the back of the ex
nun’s seat, holding her camera out of the window.
The professor speaks up, wiping the perspiration from his fore
head with a handkerchief, folding and refolding it nervously as he
speaks. —How do we know where they’re from, or who they’re
really fleeing? All we’ve heard is the official explanation. —
The minister exchanges a look with the writer: embarrassed by
{ 70}
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the professors insistence on reinforcing an image they would
both like to dispel.
—Maybe we could stop and talk to them. - The ex-nun’s quiet
voice is always surprising.
Manuel, too, seems embarrassed to convey the question in
Spanish to the Commandante. But the Commandante’s face
reveals no reaction to the mistrust directed at him. He speaks to
the driver, who pulls the bus to the side of the road, sinking a
front wheel into a rut, canting the bus sharply to one side. The
writer’s fountain pen rolls under the seats.
The graphic artist picks it up. - Cool pen. - She examines him
with her uncanny green eyes. The two of them stay together when
they get out of the bus.
The Commandante hails an old woman leading a billy goat. A
young girl with two black braids swaying to her hips drags a
wheelbarrow piled with possessions. A skinny mongrel the color
of clay stops to forage among the weeds.
The professor mops his forehead. As always, his voice is high
with nervous hostility. —Can’t we talk to them without the Army
looking over our shoulders? —
I think about how uncomfortable it must be to always dis
agree, like a stranger at a party where the others are close friends.
I entertain the brief fantasy of reaching out to him, somehow. But
the emotional tone of his alienation is too forbidding.
The Commandante and the two soldiers go back to the bus.
Manuel’s voice is polite, but somewhat chilly. - Well? What
do you want to ask? —
—Where’s she going? —The writer stands like a reporter, pen
and notebook poised.
—Is she leaving her home for good? —
(7 i )
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- Where did she live? - Why is she fleeing? While Manuel speaks to the old woman in Spanish, she ges
tures to the girl, who sets down her wheelbarrow and stands
behind her grandmother.
The goat nibbles at the artist’s green T-shirt. - Quick! Take my
picture! —She presses her camera into the writer’s hands. —Can
you get the old lady, too? —
The old woman looks us over with moist, dark eyes. She too has
long hair, falling in one white braid down her back. Her arms are
sinewy, her gnarled feet in worn leather sandals placed firmly in
the dirt. She was obviously once a pretty woman. When Manuel
is finished talking she opens her mouth to speak, revealing three
front teeth surrounded by wide black gaps. As she speaks her eyes
fill with tears. She dabs at them with a corner of her skirt.
- She says she’s lived in this village all her life— it was her
father’s house. Since last summer there’s just her granddaughter.
The guerrillas came in the middle of the night. Her neighbor’s
house was bombed. She herself lost a shed with four chickens. She
is angry the new army was not there to protect them. —
- Where will she go? —
- She doesn’t know. - What happened to the girl’s mother? The old woman points to our bus, where Esperanza is smoking
a cigarette, her gun propped on the seat beside her.
The artist guesses: - She’s a soldier? How does the old lady feel
about that?The old woman smiles, showing her three front teeth.
- She says the world has changed since she was a girl. If the
country belongs to everyone, everyone must defend it. {72}
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There is a chorus of “gracias." Some of us pantomime the click
of a camera before pointing ours at her. The ex-nun lays her hand
gently on the old womans shoulder, murmurs to her in Spanish.
When they part, they embrace.
- 1 keep forgetting you speak Spanish. —The writer looks at the

ex-nun with the flamboyant person ’s surprise at any display of char
acter by those with milder manners. —What did you ask her? —How old she is. —
—And? —
—She doesn’t know. Almost fifty, she thinks. * * *
As we get close to the coast the bus slows to an unbearable pace.
In front of us lumbers an army truck packed with soldiers, pressed
like cattle against the wooden slats. Angel stands and whoops out
the window, then sits down again, embarrassed. When the truck
stops, so do we. The Commandante and his soldiers are out first,
conferring with the truck’s driver. The rest of us stay in our seats,
intimidated by the presence of so many soldiers.
Manuel urges us on, the teacher prodding his straggling class.
- L e t ’s go. We’ve got to leave before dark. We file out, cameras in hand. The ex-nun is last, spreading sun
screen over her pale arms. We huddle together under the shade of a
huge tree with glossy leaves and buds the shape of hand grenades.
There is a new mood of kinship among us, a sudden intimacy, as if
our displacement in this environment has tinted our brief acquain
tance, our shared nationality, with the tones of deeper bonds.
At first it doesn’t seem like we re in a town at all. The area is
deserted except for ourselves and the truckload of soldiers, star
<73
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ing at us. Then I notice a few ramshackle buildings nestled
among the trees— but no people. The absence of civilians makes
me even more nervous. Angel notices my expression, says some
thing to Manuel.
- What’d he say? —
- He said, you’re as bad as the peasants. None of you trusts us
to protect you. A soldier wearing his uniform unbuttoned to reveal a bright
gold crucifix steps forward, eyeing my legs.
- He says just wait for tonight. Wait til they get a chance to
blow away the traitors. I smile, not at the content of the soldier’s remark but at the
apparent faithfulness of Manuel’s translation, the uncharacteris
tic diction coming from his mouth like the voice of a spirit
through the lips of a medium.
The soldier misunderstands my smile. He grins meaningfully,
following us as we walk onto an empty pier. We are accompanied
by an old man wearing ragged pants bound at the waist by a red
tie. All around us is flat grey water and emptiness, except for an
old fishing boat with aft end submerged, as if squatting in the
water to cool off.
- What a drag! Did the guerrillas sink it? W hile Manuel translates, the old man looks from the
graphic artist to the boat, then laughs, an inhalation and exha
lation of breath.
- He says it sunk ten years ago. —
Nevertheless we all take pictures of it, perhaps because it is the
only thing to take pictures of. I wonder whether any of us, show
ing this picture to our friends back home, will succumb to the
temptation to lie.
(74 )
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The Commandante points into the distance, where shadowy
grey shapes lie on the horizon. - That’s their base. We look out at the distant shore. I think all of us are trying not
to reveal our disappointment at how little there is to see after such
a long trip. Naturally, the attacks take place at night; otherwise,
we would never have been allowed to come here. What had we
expected — bullets flying, men falling, wounded, into trenches?
Even if it had been possible to see such things, would any of us,
even the Hollywood writer, have been willing to take the risk?
And yet our disappointment hangs in the hot, still air, like a
cloud of exhaust on a windless road. Even the soldiers look rest
less, shifting their weight from foot to foot and peering into the
distance, as if searching for a target. The soldier with the crucifix
unslings his gun, balancing it in both hands as if testing its
weight, dropping, then catching it. I ignore his wink and turn
my back to look out at the water.
The old man leads the way down the beach. At the far end the
trees begin again. Once under them we can see several small
houses, a couple of beached rowboats. We walk among the houses
— all deserted, in such disrepair they might have been abandoned
for years, rather than hours. Damaged structures are pointed out
to us, casualties of last nights attack. It is hard to distinguish these
apparently sudden ravages from the slower kind all around us.
The old man calls out towards one of the crude wooden water
side huts; a young boy comes out, a line of black fuzz shadowing
his upper lip, bony ankles protruding from ragged cuffs. A huge,
old pistol is wedged into his waistband. He walks with his head
down, leading us to two shallow craters a few yards from the sea.
Standing over one of them, his head still bowed, he tells his
story. While we wait for Manuel’s translation I examine the dirt,
175 )
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see only spit-out pits from some kind of fruit I can’t identify. The
soldiers watch the boy as he talks. At some point he begins to cry.
The tears streaking his face accumulate at the tip of his nose, hang
there, then drop into the soft dirt. A tiny explosion of dust erupts,
dispersing into the air.
- He’s in the militia - the civilian volunteers. It was his night
to guard the village; also his brother’s. They were sitting up on
that porch when they heard the motor. He ran for this foxhole,
and dove for cover. His brother made it only to there. —
Manuel points to the second hole, only feet away from the one
with the fruit pits. It is nothing but a shallow depression in the
earth; empty, except for the soil itself, light and dry as dust.
- The boy tried to shoot at the boat, but it was already gone. The boy stands and weeps while we snap his picture. I look at
him, at the soft, dusty earth, the quiet deserted cluster of crum
bling buildings, and struggle with the abstraction of this death
that leaves no trace.
Angel’s eyes have changed, as if their focus has narrowed. The
muscles of his forearms stand out, cradling the gun. The soldier
with the crucifix stands with his hands hanging at his sides, fists
curled tight as snakes ready to strike.
Esperanza is crying. The ex-nun stands quietly beside her. The
woman soldier turns to her, starts to talk.
- What is she saying? - 1 wish for a voice as soft and unintrusive as the ex-nun’s. But mine seems to slice sharply into the
heavy silence peculiar to grief.
- She has a son his age, fighting in the North. —
* * *
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As we walk back to the beach I find myself side by side with the
Commandante. I am embarrassed, wishing I could think of some
thing to say, something to make up for the skepticism of the Har
vard professor, my own feelings, earlier, of boredom and disap
pointment, my powerful country’s part in the suffering I’ve seen.
We pass under a small tree dangling orange fruits the shape of
teardrops. The Commandante jumps to pluck them, popping one
into his mouth, handing off another to Manuel, offering me the
third. —Have you ever tasted these? I shake my head.
- I think you call them cashews. - Manuel’s voice sounds offi
cious, protective of his indispensability as mediator. Do I detect a
note of male competition in his assertion of expertise?
- Oh yes? - The Commandante is unthreatened, only curious.
- You eat the seeds— yes? And throw away the fruit? - And we throw away the seeds! —The Commandante’s laugh
is generous and hardy, resonating from his shaking corpulence.
He looks at me with eyes speckled like prize marbles, turning
aside to spit out the seed, which I recognize, now, from the fox
hole. Then he trots back to the tree.
In a moment he has climbed the branches. He is surprisingly
agile, despite his size. Angel and the soldier with the crucifix
stand below him, catching the fruits as he knocks them free,
laughing, popping them in their mouths. In a few moments they
are singing, interrupting themselves with laughter, their rifles
abandoned in the sand.
Esperanza walks to the water, splashing her face. The rest of us
stand, solemn-faced, confused. How are we to behave? We stand
frozen, holding awkwardly to our mournful expressions.
The graphic artist is the first to move, quick to adjust to a new
(7 7 )
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situation. She kicks off her shoes and crouches ankle-deep in the
water for a picture of Esperanza. The writer, sensing a delicious
lapse in discipline, kneels to examine one of the rifles.
The soldier with the crucifix jumps as if to stop him, then
changes his mind. He lifts the rifle to the writer’s shoulder, shows
him how to hold it, where to pull the trigger.
Angel picks up his own rifle, gesturing for the writer to
watch what he does. He stands at the edge of the water, point
ing his gun at the horizon. His jaw muscles twitch under the
skin. Then he fires.
We all jump at the loud report, shocking as it crashes through
the silence. We peer anxiously across the empty water, as if
expecting the enemy to attack. Instead, a small fountain of water
erupts, unbelievably far away. The soldiers cheer. The writer
stands with the gun hanging in his hands— tempted, but fearful.
He looks towards Manuel, expecting censure.
The minister speaks up. - Is this safe? With a shrug Manuel abdicates his authority; from now on the
Commandante makes the rules.
- They won’t attack until dark. By then we won’t be playing. The minister looks anxiously at the professor. Holding his
briefcase, he looks as isolated and disapproving as ever; and yet
there is a difference. It is as if with the strange dislocation of events,
the awkwardness we all feel, he is no longer alone. The nervous
hostility is gone from his face. I am convinced he is not an agent.
The soldier steadies the rifle on the writer’s shoulder. The
writer’s hand wrapped under his, he squeezes. Together they pull
the trigger. Another frighteningly loud crash, another spurt of
water in the distance. The writer laughs, excited.
Angel throws a piece of driftwood out as far as he can. He and
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the other soldier shoot at once; both miss. Esperanza does not get
up but she says something, smiling, to the Commandante. I am
struck by the way she is both with them and apart. The Comman
dante shrugs, lifts his pistol from the belt on his hips, and aims.
H is shot hits true, cracking loudly against the wood, sending
splinters flying into the air.
It is hard to distinguish between disapproval and fear. The one
is so often a mask for the other.
I back away toward the ex-nun. —I guess boys will be boys. Her silence reproaches me, that characteristic refusal to judge.
The Commandante strides towards me, smiling, one hand out
stretched to grab my arm, the other holding Esperanzas rifle.
—No! - Even as I shout this, literally locking my knees to resist
being dragged, I sense the hopelessness of my resistance. - No,
please, let someone else try. The spectacle has brought Angel and the other soldier to help
the Commandante. Angel rests the rifle on my shoulder. The sol
dier with the crucifix grins, seizing my hand and holding it longer
than necessary before placing it on the trigger. The Commandante
warns me of the recoil by giving the gun a sharp backwards push
and then catching me, his hand hot and moist on my waist.
Instinctively I turn, searching for my husband. O f course he is
not there. I am angry; he has let me down. It is an accumulated
resentment for this whole day in which he has left me to face
everything on my own.
I confront the Commandante with this displaced hostility. My
words come out in a tone I try not to use with strangers. - 1 don’t
like guns. —
His eyes flicker, registering the militance of my resistance. He
is challenged; this is a battle of wills. —You don’t need to like
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them. But what if you lived here? What if you were her? —He
points to Esperanza.
- But I’m not! - I try to laugh, although I’m close to tears.
- Go on, try it. - The writer s voice conveys more impatience
than encouragement.
- Go for it! —The graphic artist points her camera at me and
waits, her finger poised on the shutter, her voice cool as her rep
tilian eyes.
I stop struggling. The men take their hands off me, backing
away.
I look along the barrel of the gun at the flat expanse of water,
the shadowy mass ot land on the horizon.
Esperanza is watching me, her hands resting on her hips, her
wet face dripping a soaked blotch dark as blood on the khakicovered slope of her breasts. She neither smiles nor frowns, but
in her eyes I see a question, no, something more than a question,
but less than hope, a sort of patient expectancy ; and the distance
between what is wanted and what I am able to give stretches like
the flat grey water in front of me, a distance I can only aim to
span, as I aim for the mass of land looming out of reach beyond
the barrel of this gun.
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Headlines in the National Herald
[Greek-American Daily]
Rachel Hadas

Last spring the word for P.O.W.,
aichmalotos (a concept we need three
words to express in English) in the Greeklanguage daily I glance at in passing
on the corner newsstand rang a bell.
I knew the word, and not
from Modern Greek. Consulting my Liddell
and Scott, I tracked it to Herodotus.

No news is good news. Today I see
seismos— a fresh catastrophe.
Dozens of victims (<decades in the Greek)
trapped beneath the ruins. Certainly
ereipia— ruins— would appear in my
lexicon, but this time I don’t need it.
This time the echo comes from closer by—
a century, even less: Cavafy’s City,
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poem that tropes our inability
to escape enclosure or implosion
not in a literally earthquake-struck
town whose walls have toppled, but a past,
a lifetime metamorphosed into space.
Structures collapse. You’re trapped as they go down.

,

Ereipia mavra tis zois sou

your life’s black ruins, is Cavafy’s phrase.

The double pleasure recognition
affords! I know the word; the word unlocks
the poem, and— synchronic schadenfreude—
the headlines and the poem are reminders
wars happen. Prisoners are taken. Earthquakes
shake cities; walls collapse. We look around
dazed in whatever century and tongue,
ringed with wreckage no one’s but our own.
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Where Are You? How Are You?
Marge Mendel

i t ’s c o l d in t h e b e d r o o m n o w t h a t t h e ai r c o n -

ditioner has dried out the New York August humidity. But, still, I
cannot sleep for thinking about my early morning flight for what I
call the Upper West Coast, that will take me first to Washington
state where I will visit one sister, and then four days later to Alaska,
where I will spend ten days with my mother and my two other sis
ters. The trip had been set up in February, long before our daugh
ter, Liza, decided to spend the summer in Israel.
In July, after frantic maneuvers to get her passport, ticket and
some last-minute sketchy accommodations, she was gone. Our
only connection with her now is through cryptic e-mails like,
“I’m in the southern desert, temperatures in the 12 0 ’s, working
in the kitchen. The cook hates me.” These messages illuminating
my computer screen are like her blood pulsing through my veins.
In the instant that I receive them, I know where she is, how she is.
When the computer is turned off she’s gone again.
Now I have to leave Liza, and my connection to her by e-mail,
because my mother has become quite frail in the last couple years
and I ’m called to her, drawn like a small child frightened by a
mother’s illness. There is an urgency also to get closer to my sis
ters. We’ve grown distant, not because of the miles that separate
us, but our life styles and experiences have made us strangers.
I read all of Liza’s e-mails one more time before I leave for the
airport and I fixate on the first e-mail. “Working in a kitchen
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eight and nine hours a day, helping to prepare meals for 200 to
500 people.” I remember when she was a teenager, how many
times she had to be asked to do the dishes before she finally got
around to it. She writes, “I’m not getting tanned, I’m getting
stronger from lifting crates of vegetables,” and I wonder if she is
complaining or boasting. She had wanted to get away from New
York, do something different. She’s old enough now to do any
thing that she wants, a college graduate, living on her own.
“Where are you? How are you?” I call out into the internet as I
send an e-mail before leaving for the airport.
I remember the agony of when I had not heard from her for
almost a week after she arrived in Israel. I was miserable, having
no choice but to let go and wait. “ Don’t worry,” my husband
says. “She’ll be fine.” And he promises to ‘save as new’ all her emails while I’m away.
Flying west as dawn begins to break gives the illusion that the
sunrise goes on for hours. Liza is never far from my thoughts and I
remember an e-mail telling us, “I get up early every morning now
just to watch the sun rise,” and I wonder if we are watching the
same sunrise this morning.
Halfway into my flight, during the second refreshment break
and still basking in the constant morning sun coming through the
window on my side of the airplane, I hear the captain announce that
we are flying over the result of this summer’s forest fires. I saw on
the news that the fires burned thousands, maybe millions of acres. I
watch the smoke creep along the deep valleys of the mountain
ranges like a thick fog, and for the remainder of the flight I see the
wilderness of South Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Idaho and Wash
ington burning as though a toy display of the planet Earth. I mar
vel at how small the damage from the fire seems from so far away.
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My sister, Toddi, meets me at the airport. It has been five years
since we last saw each other, though I would recognize her any
where, even, I realize, if her back was turned to me. She has got
ten older, though, and I suppose that I have, too.
It’s been too many years between our visits and we both feel it
as we drive to her new home, talking awkwardly, dancing around
in our conversation as strangers do seeking common grounds for a
relationship. Driving up to the house she has recently bought, a
house she has waited years to own, I’m struck by the lovely garden
in her front yard. Roses are everywhere, and hollyhocks that reach
halfway up the side of the house with fists full of purple flowers.
“It’s beautiful,” I tell her. She smiles and says, “I love my garden.”
When we walk into the house it smells of fresh cut roses and
delicate bouquets of lavender. That would be how I would
describe Toddi if I had to tell you what my sister smelled like. Her
kitchen is no surprise to me, either. It’s a quarter of the entire
house. Her husband laughs, a familiar laugh, one I remember
hearing when they were dating, and he says, “No mystery why we
bought this house, is there?” We walk out into the back yard, and
she tells me about her roses, the Crimson Beauty, the Heavenly
Sunset, the Luscious Apricot, her Satin Dreams. Watching her
gesture with hands I used to hold as we walked to school, I ’m
pulled away from being a mother and wife, and drawn back into
my childhood. I remember how Toddi and I floated our umbrel
las, twirling the handles to make them spin around and around as
we set them off across a mud puddle.
I call my husband on the second night. “Did Liza send an email?” I ask. There was nothing. The last e-mail had said she was
traveling with several women, a couple from France, one from
Korea, and a man, an Israeli lifeguard, who was planning on
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attending film school later in the year. I whisper into the dark,
“Where are you, Liza? How are you?” as I crawl into bed. I kick the
covers loose from the tight military regulation tuck and I remem
ber that Toddi was always better at making beds than I was.
The four days I d planned to stay with Toddi go faster than I
thought they would, but if I stay longer we will move toward ter
ritory that neither of us is ready to venture into. We are sisters,
after all, and there are issues we may never fully resolve. But leav
ing each other is lightened by her accidentally forgetting her
handbag on her husband’s workbench back in the garage, so she
has to borrow money from me to pay for her parking. Then I can
not find my drivers license, buried somewhere at the bottom of
my carry-on, to show the airline clerk that I really am who my
ticket says I am. Toddi and I laugh, we laugh so hard we have to
dab at our eyes to catch the tears before they fall too far.
Once on the airplane headed to Alaska, in the back of my mind,
in a place where I can read words like a ticker tape, I see one of
Liza’s e-mails in caps, the way she sent it, “I J U S T W A N T E D
TO S A Y I LO V E Y O U . ’ The engine revs up and we re pulled
into the sky. The woman sitting next to me hands her husband a
stick of chewing gum. It’s a gentle, common act that touches me.
The flight into Anchorage is one miracle after another, with ice
floes and high, snow-crusted mountains that demonstrate the
concept of ruggedness. I watch the frozen land passing under the
airplane and know Liza, at that moment, is in a desert with 120degree temperatures. One of her e-mails told of sleeping on the
roof of a youth hostel and how she could not believe how hot it
was at night, how she felt “rootless for the first time, and kind of
liking it.” I have one more plane to take before I reach the town
where my mother and two younger sisters live, 250 miles west
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and south of Anchorage. I think I too am like my daughter, trav
eling, but unlike her feelings of rootlessness, I am seeking the
source of my roots by visiting my mother, maybe for the last time.
Mom meets me at the airport. She looks smaller and so much
more bent over than when I saw her last year. Arthritis and osteo
porosis are chewing at her bones, eating away at her life. We hug
and I think, as I have always, that she could be easily broken. She
is like a thin, cracked porcelain cup. Her body even makes slight
crunching sounds when she is wrapped too closely in my arms.
But it is hard not to hold her tightly when I first see her on my
visits. When I look at her I feel it too, some days, old creeping
closer to my bones.
In the evening when my sisters get off work, they come bound
ing into Mom s small apartment. We hug and kiss, and jump
around each other like puppies. They are much younger than I
am, and were preadolescents when I left home. Now, miracu
lously, we have become the same age and are all the same size, tall,
large-boned women. They were perfect little sisters and I regret
that there have been five and ten years between our visits. I have
been forwarding Liza’s e-mails to them, keeping them up with
her travels. “Where is Liza? How is she?” they ask eagerly once
we settle down to talk. I tell them, savoring Liza’s adventures as
though they were memories of my own.
My visits with Mom are usually spent as her companion.
Because of her health she gets out very seldom. She’ll go grocery
shopping and maybe stop off for a few minutes at a local fabric
store to pick up material for a quilt she’s making to pass her time.
I sew while she sits on her recliner and we talk and watch her day
time programs. Last year during my visit, she helped me make a
baby quilt for a friend.
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This year Patty, my youngest sister, made a weekend reserva
tion for us sisters to stay in Saldovnia, a small fishing village
across the bay from Homer. It could not have been a more perfect
thing to do. We lounge around on the deck of the B and B that
sits on stilts overhanging a river. We catnap in the brilliant
evening sun and watch eagles fly over the trees, while otters play
fully flap about in the water below us.
We walk, and talk, reminiscing about each other. It feels like
we are putting together a puzzle with each of us remembering
different pieces. There are missing pieces of the puzzle, too. They
are hurtful times where our father would have been. Cruel and
always angry, he made us forget big chunks of who we were.
Those are the pieces we do not want to put into the picture.
We fit only the happy times into our puzzle. My sisters tell me
how I took care of them while Mom cleaned and washed and
cooked and canned and farmed and tried to piece the scraps of her
life together with dirt-poor remnants. They tell me how I
clomped around in rain boots and danced to cheer them up on the
dreary housebound days in the Northwest. I made puppets for
them, baskets of woven paper strips, and brought them books
from the library. They tell me I taught them to love to read in a
home where our father mistrusted any written work except the
Bible, and sometimes he even berated the Bible for its lies.
Because we live so far apart, my sisters have only seen Liza a few
times, once at Dad s funeral when she was a two-year-old busy
streak of fluff that got into everything, and then much later when
she was a quiet, self-conscious adolescent. “Tell us about Liza,”
they ask. “She’s so lucky to be traveling. She’s not afraid of the
world, is she?’’ I tell them she is strong-willed, that there is no way
that anyone could keep her down. I tell them about her voice.
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“She’s got a megaphone in her throat,” I tell them, “and if anything
went wrong, she’d call out so loud we’d hear her across the sea.”
When we return to Mom’s apartment, she tells us she has not
been well while we were away. But she’s feeling better today, she
says. We huddle around her and give her the cinnamon roll we
purchased in the only coffee shop in Saldovnia. She takes it and
says she’ll eat it later. It is too dry, though, when she gets around
to eating it and she throws it away.
“She’s working in a banana plantation in the upper regions of
Israel,” my husband tells me when I call him. That impresses
Mom and my sisters. They all agree that Liza will have great sto
ries to tell when she returns home.
The visit has been too short for everyone, and Mom cries at the
airport. Her tears dry quickly, and I wonder, are there fewer tears
in the elderly? Mom looks like a small child standing next to my
sisters. She appears to have gotten smaller since I had first arrived.
“I’ll come back soon, Mom. I promise.”
My flight homeward moves me from the unreality of constant
daylight into total darkness as we move east and into the night. I
order a drink from the refreshment cart and settle back. An hour
later the captain announces that the Northern Lights are playing
in the sky on the left side of the plane. There is a huge, smoky rib
bon undulating all along the horizon, and I cannot stop watching
for the slightest change as wisps of light float up like smoke,
break off and disappear. For miles and miles the lights play out
side the airplane windows, following us, flirting with us. Then I
see a faint reflection of my sisters and mom, imprinted on the
back of my eyes, as they watched me board the airplane, and I
wonder how far Liza’s travels will take her away from me.
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plank of wood we use to block the wind. Someone is cooking. I
am stuck between crack and plank. Ariel comes over with his
hairy chest and a little apron on to let me in. Eggplant hisses in a
fry pan and Ariel’s bronzed face is tawnier than usual. He looks at
me, shooting his eyes like spears in the direction of the living
room. “Someone’s there?” I offer in a tiptoe of a voice. He nods
and lets his eyeballs shimmy a little in their outer orbit.
“Huberto?” I mouth. It wouldn’t be the first time Huberto
arrived uninvited and unannounced. Ariel just dips his eyes again
and goes back to chopping onions with a vengeance.
It’s taken us a month of inhabiting the town of Salvador da
Bahia, Brazil to get down the basics: maneuvering the tangle of
bus routes, buying groceries we consider edible, figuring out
there are no true laundromats to speak of and learning to stomp
the clothes clean on the shower floor, and for me, finding a dance
class worth its sweat. That’s where I met Huberto. He’s a native of
Salvador and zips around the city like the car he doesn’t have.
I find him in the living room with his young wife, whose name
I am in the habit of forgetting, and a small pale woman who looks
like a cocker spaniel. Judging by her high-button dress and folded
hands, I tag her as an evangelical from the church Huberto is con{90 }
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stantly imploring us to visit. The couple especially want Ariel, a
true Israelite, to bestow his presence on the congregation. Huberto
and his wife intermittently get confused, saying I too am from
Israel. Now and then they touch on the lucidity that I am Jewish,
but from the United States. They never seem to see the light that
both Ariel and I are not religious, not believers, and not interested
in talking to their brethren as full blooded “chosen ones.”
I dole out the obligatory Brazilian double cheek kisses to
Huberto and his wife, but feeling a slight aversion, offer only my
hand to their small friend. She eagerly clasps it and pullies her
self up to the level of my face, hers cross-eyed and convex as if
through a peephole. Her name is Edilenc. She plants a humid
kiss on each of my cheeks. Suddenly Huberto calls out, “She’s a
Jew .” He shoots his finger at me like an improvised ray gun, ren
dering me an ice sculpture. The freeze lasts till I reach for a chair.
My smile, however, stays frozen.
“So, what brings you guys here?” I try in my most casual bro
ken Portuguese. “We come to pick you up. There’s a performance
tonight,” Huberto says, “Talia, how are you feeling?” His wife
and Edilene keep up the static rally of dummy smiles I have
unwittingly initiated. I hesitate, then self-consciously deflate
into my tiredness and utter a waning, “Much better.” Last Mon
day was Christmas. When the couple dropped by to escort us to
church, Ariel and I hid in the bedroom, smoldering giggles. Our
roommate intercepted the hearty crusaders at the door, recount
ing a lie about my dizzy spells and sudden convalescence at Dona
Maria’s. Poor Sally had to turn their zeal down face to face.
“Much, much better... ” I dash into the kitchen.
There I find Ariel in a frenzied ricochet from fridge to stove to
sink. “Talia, you better go tell him to buy some bread or some
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thing.” Ariel’s tone is sharp.
‘‘You mean there’s not enough food.”
“O f course not, if they’re just going to pop right out of heaven
all the time. And make them feel uncomfortable about it .. . ” I am
fascinated by Ariel’s anger. Somehow more in-love with him.
“Talia they just showed up, reenacted the goddam inquisition
about Christmas, and then started this pathetic pantomime about
empty bellies. Did I even have a choice?” Ariel is slicing tomatoes
and ends up squashing one. His face is livid as the fruit. “Talia, on
second thought, you better get them out of here. And tell him
they can’t just appear.. .like avatars or something. Jesus Christ!—
would even use a phone on the brink of the twenty-first century!”
Back in the living room I usher outwards with diplomatically
swooping arms. “Come on guys,” I say. “We have to buy some
thing.” The three stand up and follow me, not flinching from their
big, tight smiles. Once we are in the street I thank them profusely
for their invitation then excuse myself on account of exhaustion.
Without stating it, I am walking them toward the bus stop.
“Huberto, I think what we have here is clashing cultures. It’s a
shock for us, but especially for Ariel, if you just show up here. Try
to understand. I am modulating my voice within the secular sage
range. He lives in a particular, reclusive land. A painter’s world. It’s
disturbing to break that landscape. Look, you have to call before
you come over. Okay?” Huberto’s smile still hasn’t shaken. “It’s a
different culture. Do you understand?” The three stand quiet.
We have automatically stopped at a trafficky intersection. It
becomes obvious that I am not shopping for anything, but
rather giving them the soft boot. “But Talia, my books I leave
on the apartment. ” I curse m yself for forgetting that Huberto
never goes anywhere without Portuguese editions of Dale
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Carnegie’s How to Win Friends and Influence People and a bound
treatise on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, both covered meticu
lously in plastic food wrap.
“Okay, no problem. I’ll run up and get them for you.” I hasten
to return to the building, the three of them attentively behind me.
“And Talia,” his smile is wedged squarely into his face as he
catches up to me. “Ariel say he prepare the food for we.”
“Oh, Huberto,” I say. “Not a good idea to cat with Ariel now.”
When we get to the apartment gate, I give him the one-minute
sign and whiz up to retrieve the books. Handing over the vol
umes, I tell them, “So have a great time tonight and thanks for
thinking of me and don’t forget to call." As I turn to re-enter the
gate, I feel his voice slap my back like a burglar alarm.
“Talia, Talia, what about the church. You come next Sunday.”
“Huberto, how can I say this without hurting your feelings.” I am
searching for the sage again. “I just don’t have the feeling I want
to go to your church. We have to do so many things we don’t want
to in life.” I am starting to feel like a TV preacher. “I just can’t add
another. That would be against my religion.” I ’m pitching full
throttle, starting to believe the chain of words exiting me. “More
than anything my religion is listening to my inner voice.”
“Voice,” he repeats.
“So, you see, going to your church would be against my religion.”
He nods, the smile nods with him and we exchange the proto
col of good-bye kisses and handshakes.

Genesis
I first met Huberto in Renata’s Afro-Brazilian orixa dance class at
the university. There among the women poised like chess pieces
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in the studio mirror, his short, triangular frame stood out like a
stunted brown knight. As we turned profile to copy Renata’s con
tracted curve, he let out a little toot, and I looked. He was skid
ding his bare toe against the floor a few times, echoing the sound.
I couldn’t tell if there had been a fart or just an innocent toe skid.
When Huberto’s eye caught mine, it had a laugh in it, a little
shameless, a little ashamed, I thought. Times like these I wished I
were married to Ariel and had a wedding ring. I found my lips
uncontrollably spreading across my face and asked myself: How
do you smile and not flirt?
I could see Huberto had plenty of experience with the dances
of the African deities. As Renata called out Xango, Iemanja,
Yansa, Huberto hopped into the rhythmic step for each orixa. His
execution was impeccable, utterly on the beat; however, his short
build cut off the movement where his extremities ended, and his
face, though often smiling, looked dry, static, as if painted onto
his gesticulating body. My face blazed like a firecracker as I simul
taneously scrutinized Renata’s footwork and pledged my alle
giance to the drum’s decrees.
After the class, Huberto was waiting for me on the patio out
side the building. “You come from...? ’’
“ New York.’’ I jumped in, not leaving time for conjecture. I
was always more willing to claim a connection to New York, a
kind of Hong Kong in my mind, than to the big bland USA.
Huberto was working his tongue over a peanut-flavored ice-on-astick and offered me some. I declined, though I had walked a mile
several times to buy one of these homemade icicles.
“Yes, I want will go there soon. I have live before in Holland
and Denmark.” It turned out Huberto had performed with a
Bahian folk dancing troupe in Europe for three years.
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He walked me to the bus stop and we talked about making
dance pieces and about making it as a dancer. Huberto said there
were too many in Bahia. It was impossible to earn a living here;
you had to travel. For that reason he wanted to go to New York
and did I know any companies there. “Know of or know?” I asked,
embarrassed by my disconnection from the dance world. Suppos
edly that was one of the reasons I had come here— to study AfroBrazilian dance. I suggested he and I choreograph a duet and per
form it in some venue, maybe in Pelorinho, the cultural
neighborhood. I could picture him lifting me like a human heli
copter. Huberto looked to me like a chance to get in my last licks
as a performing dancer. He was game.
We seemed to have traveled far in that ten-block walk to the
bus stop, but I chalked it up to the ridiculous speed of foreign
friendships. Nevertheless, a drop of suspicion trickled through
me— maybe he wanted to use me to get to New Y ork.. .or some
thing. Anyway I had staved off any romantic intentions by talk
ing about Ariel a lot. And, I was glad to notice his wedding band.
Just to neutralize any inferred flirtation, I asked to meet his wife.
He said he’d bring me to his home after next class.
The next class was Thursday evening. After it, Huberto and I
walked to the heart of the city’s looping highway. We scaled a
chunky mud slope, taking the shortcut to his home. “Talia, I do
not live in a palace,’’ he warned me.
“ Please, Huberto, you think I care.’’ All I cared about was
saving my existence or at least my ankles, all of which seemed
newly vulnerable to the umber of night and slanted earth. My
eyes squinted ahead to each of Huberto’s footprints into which I
carefully placed my flip-flops. My arms, like stiff, impotent
wings, extended from my sides. I was alarmed by the slippery
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height we were scaling and the screaming highway below. “Uh,
Huberto, could you slow down.” He had been running up the
hill, which now appeared to be the backside of a stack of stucktogether cinder block houses.
We passed a couple of kids frolicking on the slippery incline
as if it were the flattest beach. I felt like a wimp, but couldn’t
help my halting pace. Huberto grabbed my hand and we
threaded through a series of alleys, jumping over unctuous pud
dles and indiscernible clumps of dark matter, till we came to a
short, moldy L-shaped hallway. A plywood door blocked our
entrance, flimsy, but locked. Huberto didn’t seem to have the
key. He started yelling, “Ana, Ana.” Then some guy came out
and grumbled to Huberto, letting us in. We crossed over a bunch
of thresholds and stepped over a greenish indoor puddle at the
doorway to Huberto’s place.
Huberto’s wife came to greet me with cheek kisses. Her face
was light brown and pleasant; her hair a short bouffant; her dark
eyes gazed outward or inward or to some unseen horizon. Not at
me. She wore more clothes than any twenty-something Bahian
I’d seen. A longish skirt, a button-up blouse and something that
looked like an apron. She led me into the one-room place.
They lived in a glorified box, complete with cement floor, mat
tress in a corner, hotplate in another, a plank on the ground with
candles and books on it, a mystery corner piled with shadows and a
bulb dangling on fragile wires from the ceiling. No windows, but
a few cracks in the cinder block walls. I didn’t see a bathroom or a
sink. There was one chair and they offered it to me, while Ana
crouched over the hot plate stirring something. Huberto took two
books out of his dance bag and laid them on the plank. I wanted to
go over and see what they were, but was afraid of being rude.
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“You want guarana?” Huberto asked me.
“What’s that?”
“It good really. Give you energy.” He took a plastic vile out of
his pocket. This was my first exposure to the powdered herb,
which had come from the Tupuguarani people and enhanced vital
ity. I was scared it was some kind of poison— I really didn’t know
Huberto, maybe he’d drug and rob me. Or perhaps, I feared,
guarana was some hallucinogen, though Huberto didn’t seem the
type. “Healthful.. .many people take this. Ana,” he ordered, “go
get water.” She immediately stood up and made for the door.
“No, no that’s okay. Thanks anyway. I can’t really drink unbot
tled water.” I was appalled at how Huberto had spoken to his wife
and tried to draw her into the conversation. “Ana, does your fam
ily live in Salvador?” I asked her a number of questions which she
answered with one word responses so that I forgot what she had
said immediately afterwards. She squatted again by the hotplate
and I eventually gave up on the conversation. I wondered if she
thought of me as a rival and hoped not.
“Huberto, what are those books you were carrying?” I asked.
He showed me the millionaire’s success bible and the book on
Middle Eastern conflict. “Ariel’s Israeli, you know.”
“Oh, yes, Talia?” Huberto’s smile stretched wide as a church
organ, his teeth the perfectly square keys. “Do you think he will
come to our church to talk to the congregation? We never before
know a truly chosen people. ”
“I don’t know that Ariel considers himself chosen. You’ll have
to ask him.”
“I much want to know Ariel.”
“Cause, you know, I’m Jewish too and I don’t think I ’m any
more chosen than you or anyone else.”
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Huberto smiled stiffly and I wasn’t sure he agreed with me.
“Talia, you too must to speak. I never know you Israelite, too.”
For a few seconds I had thought, yeah, it could be very educa
tional for them and for me. But what do I know about being Jew 
ish? I asked myself. Not too many stories, not too much history,
almost nothing about religious rituals. I could tell them about
the discomforts of being an assimilated Jew. They probably
wanted to hear things that would mesh with their biblical stud
ies. I could see the church, a dank room filled with women in
aprons and straightened hair and men with permanent grins
quoting the scriptures. Or worse, it would be like when my
mother first met her college roommate from Kansas who prior to
then had thought the Jews were an extinct people with wings.
Huberto insisted on accompanying me on the half hour bus
ride home. I was glad to be alleviated of the burden and risk of
traveling in Bahia’s solitary night, yet I questioned Huberto’s
motives. Was it simply the chivalry of a macho culture, or the
piety of an avid Christian, a preparation to milk me of some
thing or the prelude to a dive for my pants? At least he let me
pay for both of us. He even let me give him an extra bus ticket
I’d found in my pocket for his return trip. We chatted the whole
way to my place and when Huberto learned of my appetite for a
non-polluted beach, he insisted that Ariel and I go with him to
his family’s beach house.
So, that Saturday, Huberto, his wife— whose name I had
already forgotten and was too embarrassed to ask— Ariel and I
took an hour-long bus ride to the deserty area where Huberto’s
family lived. It turned out their beach house was their yearround residence, a cement townhouse squeezed with furniture
and uncountable siblings. A new boy or girl kept turning
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around a corner just when I thought I had envisioned a complete
family portrait. When the girls found out I was a dancer they
put on samba and jiggled in the lateral Bahian style. There were
three of them and each seemed to have her own miniature tram
polines embedded in the soles of her feet. Meanwhile I slid into
the more diagonal Rio style samba I had learned in New York.
Less elastic, but respectably rhythmic. The girls clapped and it
seemed we were enamored of each other, though none of them
came to the beach with us and the brothers later. The little ones
wanted to play with my hair.
We all smushed onto the brocade sofa and the mother, an
invisible force in the kitchen, fed us feijoada. Ariel and I had
tried to explain we were vegetarians, but found ourselves pick
ing beans out of the meaty stew. One of the brothers got the idea
to show a video, a dance that Huberto had performed. The little
TV screen filled up with drummers and dark topless men and
women in frenzied grass skirts. “Are you in this, Huberto?” I
asked. The littlest brother ran up to the screen and put his fin
ger on a chest, an arm, a head.
“That’s me,” said Huberto. I watched how strong he looked, lift
ing two women, then flipping like a dolphin and landing on his feet.
“You do a great job of the African.” Just then a tall, paunchy
man with white hair and matching stubble entered the room. I
imagined he was Huberto’s father. He rasped something harshly
in Portuguese. All I understood was “ .. .dancing with the devil!”
A middle brother immediately popped the tape out of the VCR.
Another brother suggested we go to the beach.
Our little entourage headed for the beach, about a half mile down
dusty streets. Ariel was passing a ball back and forth with a couple of
Huberto’s brothers. Huberto’s wife walked silently to the side. I was
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next to Huberto. “Your father doesn’t like your dancing?”
“He retired police. He think I must be police, too. Oh. I work
ing like one police many years before.”
“Does he really think the orixas are demon dances?” I thought
Huberto would jump right in, add something about the ofttouted African heritage of Bahia, but he shook his head.
“Talia, you must to be very careful with these people. I dance
these because I need working. They can put black magic to you.”
“Are you serious.. .1 mean, you believe that?” I wanted him to
be proud of and knowledgeable about the Yoruba pantheon. I
wished he would revel in the Congolese beginnings of Capoeira.
“They do not are taking Jesus Christ as their savior.” I didn’t
want to go there with him, so I just shut up till we got to the beach.
Like many young men in Bahia, two of Huberto’s brothers
played Capoeira on the beach. They sparred with each other in
that improvised dance, their muscled limbs nearly skimming,
or accidentally smacking, the crouched form of the other. Waves
crashed near them in equal acrobatics. Standing on one hand,
the younger one called Ariel over. Then, a soccer game broke out
and Huberto joined it.
I was left alone with his wife, the only woman in Brazil wearing
a one-piece bathing suit. We reclined next to each other on slatted
wood chairs. She spoke to me slowly so that I would understand
her Portuguese. “Talia, it would mean so much to us if you and
Ariel came to the Evangelical to talk about your people.”
“Okay,” I said. I was merely acknowledging that I had heard
her, but realized she took it as a full-blown, irrevocable “yes.” I
peered at the sky for consolation. It was a simpleton blue with a
few puffy white dunce caps floating around in it, headless. I ran to
the tide and spent the rest of the afternoon body-surfing and
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retrieving my little slingshot bikini from the clutches of waves.
We rode back to the city and Huberto got us in to see a perfor
mance of Bahian modern dance. It was unclear whether his con
nections as a performer or his clout as an ex-cop let us enter the
city’s most contemporary theater for free. Afterwards I told
Huberto that I was starving and he led us to a chic restaurant
housed inside the same stingray-shaped building.
There was a buffet with hundreds of tiny golden tarts filled with
cheese, beef and tuna, plus wine, fruit and crackers. The four of us
crowded plates with papaya, mango, crashing turrets of tart and
looked for a place to sit. Ariel and I figured this was the reception
for V.I.P.’s and were impressed that Huberto had waltzed us into it.
The four of us occupied a table and gobbled down the fare
without speaking. At surrounding tables well-dressed people
daintily chipped at the hors-d’oeuvres. “Ariel, Talia told to you,
no? We are very happy to invite you to our church to talk of your
chosen people.” Ariel ran his hands over his curly hair, spraying
the people behind him with beach sand. I enjoyed his smile,
which was so infrequent, and the tight spot he was sure to exit
wittily. I anticipated this. Meanwhile, a man in a long tail vest
came over and slipped a bill half under Ariel’s plate.
“Huberto, this isn’t complimentary?” I asked.
“Shit,” said Ariel.
“This is a very important restaurant. I ’m coming back one
minute.” Huberto’s wife had gone to the ladies’ room and appar
ently he was going, too.
Ariel went off: “We paid for the sodas. We paid for the bus. We
paid for the coconut milk on the beach. Now he expects us to foot
the bill here while he slimes out of it. What a freeloader. ”
“ Baby, they’re poor. You should see where they live.” Ariel
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wasn’t buying it. I knew he was counting the money we had left. I
was supposed to get a job and hadn’t yet. He had been lucky
enough to sell six paintings to get us the stash we were living on.
“Cupee Boy, didn’t you have fun today? We wouldn’t have
gone to that beach without Huberto. And seen the show. And his
mother fed us feijoada.” Ariel sneered.
“That show was a torture,’’ he said.
Ariel paid the bill. But after that Huberto and I kept our
friendship to a strictly dance basis. Sometimes he would show up
at my house to take me to performances and dance workshops he
could slip into for free, like the evening he came by with Edilene
and his wife. And we rehearsed a few times for our duet. But Ariel
never socialized with him again.

Revelation
Having slipped into a comfortable afternoon snooze, I’m not sur
prised to find myself in the silky clutches of a wet dream. I guess
it’s the kind that will wash me up on the shore of consciousness
soaked and humping the pillow. So, I try hard not to jostle myself.
To simply glide on over the genie’s nimble fingers. Kisses spring
up like a bed ot daisies over my ass and back. Each one represents
a wish I ’ll be granted. My toes are immersed in guava jelly and
the genie is licking them off. One by one. The tongue runs up the
seams of my trapeze artist stockings and into my mossy swatch.
Then I feel an enormous thump on me. Cracking me open. What?
They’ve let the elephant loose again?
I wake, but the elephant is still on me. I twist and push to roll
over and there I am giving birth to Huberto’s hand. Him with
that evangelical grin and fleeing eyes. All he has on are his tiny
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Brazilian bathing briefs. I hate to admit it but he suddenly seems
attractive. His smooth brown muscular torso, trembling nostrils,
that enormous hard-on stuffed into his bikini. My cunt is still
waiting like a child for the next lick of a lollipop. I consider tak
ing him in. It would be so convenient.
Then I klonk back down to prudence. “Huberto, what the fuck
are you doing?”
“I think you like these.” His eyebrows go up to do the smiling
his mouth knows better than now.
“ Huberto,” I say, verifying my astonishment. “Aren’t you an
evangelical? Aren’t you married?” All I can do is wax rhetorical.
“Talia, I no want hurt to you. Scary for you. I want you feeling
too good. ” He snatches my hand inside the big clam of his. I pull
it out. “I never know to nobody like you, Talia.”
“ How the hell did you get in here, Huberto?” Maybe if I say
his name again I’ll patronize him into oblivion.
“I want you be nice, every time, Talia, since the first time I know
to you, Talia.” I want to hit him, but my limbs feel helium-filled.
“Huberto, you better get out of here before Ariel comes home.
And don’t ever come back!” I kick his shins a few times with my
heel, missing mostly.
I notice I’m naked and stuff the sheet around me like a sarong.
“Get out,” I mean to bellow, but it tweets out as if through a
Cheerio caught in my throat. Huberto hustles to pick up his
clothes, sneaks and books. He scrambles out the door, which I see
has been propped open by the welcome mat. (Ariel is always try
ing to create a cross breeze.) I smack the door closed after the
bikini-clad avenger, hurl a few spiked curses in my more fluent
Spanish and hitch the chain.
Bulbous tears drip from my eyes, my face near the tile floor. I
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picture Ariel walking in on the lurid scene, misconstruing,
retreating, spitting out some sarcastic remark as he leaves. See him
entering and donging Huberto with the iron shovel. I like the lat
ter image better, but am fixated on the former and wallow in it and
the shallow puddle accumulating on the shower floor. I stand up,
let the water rain on my face, envision the neighbors ogling
Huberto, a mess of pant legs and bikinied butt tripping down the
stairs. The cliche of it can’t even elicit a snicker from me. I am
magnetized to the broom, the garbage, the stripping of sheets.

Psalms
About a month later I receive a letter on Evangelical Mission sta
tionery scripted in curly Portuguese. It’s from Huberto. H e’s
apologizing and knows that he sinned, he writes. He failed his
savior, but now he is repentant. As a church assistant, he attends
services every night. He hopes that I have forgiven him as Jesus
surely pardoned Judas. At each service he saves specially “cho
sen” seats for Ariel and me at the church. He hopes we ll visit
before we leave Brazil.

A Shallow Philosophy
on Deep Places
Vladimir Mayakovsky

If it goes on like this
1 11 become fat
and never get to be
another Tolstoy.
I eat
I write
and
become dull headed
and thick
with the heat.

Doesn’t everyone
philosophize out on
the ocean?
Water. Yes,
water.
Yesterday
the ocean was mad
like the Devil
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today
it’s calm
like a pigeon
nesting on
its eggs.
What a difference!
It all flows...
Everything changes.
The water has
its own clock:
high-tide
and ebbtide.
Not like Stekolov.*
His watered-down works
never turn off.
It’s not fair
that everything changes
except Stekolov’s writing.

A dead fish
floats
alone
its fins

* A minor writer on the scene at the time.
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hang
like broken wings.
It’ll float for weeks
and never find
a home.

A ship from Mexico
comes toward us
slower than a dead seal
and we are going
there.
It’s a division of labors.

There’s
a whale
they shout.
Maybe
but
to me
it looks more like
a Bednyi-fish**
at least
three times what my arms

** Demian Bednyi was huge by all accounts. Also one of Mayakovsky's contemporaries.
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could get around.
The only difference is
that Demian’s** mustaches
are outside
and the whale s
grow in.

The years
are
seagulls.
They fly out
in formation
dive
and stuff
their stomachs
with little fish.
The gulls
disappear like
the years.
Where are
the birds? What’s happened
to time?
I was born
I grew
I was soothed on
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a pacifier
I lived
worked
and became old ...
and life
shall pass
just like
the Azores pass.
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For Antero Marques Araujo

(1907-1999)
Michelle Valladares

My father-in-law
rows across the lake
to feed the cows.
He plants beans,
sweet potatoes, corn.
Tobacco grows
between furrows.
We eat liver,
rice, and squash
with chilis.
At noon he prays.
He chooses kernels
for next year’s seed
stored in cacha^a
bottles, wax sealed.
His coffin is built,
and the grave diggers paid.
A cross and plaque wait for the date.
He says,
O ser vivente e o gado no curral,
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ARAUJO

O cavaleiro da morte e o vaqueiro,
que passcia seus olhos,
para cscolhcr o proximo
boi para a matadouro.
Living beings are the cattle in the corral.
The horseman of Death is the rancher,
who walks his eyes
to choose the next
bull for slaughter.
He remembers when Indians
were forced to cut
the mangueira trees down.
Now all that remains is
the Sertao, arid interior
backlands of Brazil.
He lives with his wife, drought,
his lovers, lake and rain,
his children, the crops.
He calls me coruja,
the owl who gazes
but does not speak.
When she screeches, they say
she is tearing Death’s shroud.

{i i )

Bato
Meg Satterthwaite

S H E WAS A N O P E N A N D S H U T C A S E . S H E HAD W A N T E D

not to be; her doctors had hoped she would not be, but when they
had her wide open they saw that the cancer had attached itself to
so many of her vital organs, had colonized her insides so com
pletely that they had to wave the white flag of resignation; to sew
her up and place her on “palliative care.” Which meant, really,
that she would be given the finest drug cocktails known to the
Western world in order to ease her passage to the next. To help
loosen her firm grasp on life.
It would not work, though, because Anna was not going to
take the drugs. Not until the final time. The final time could
mean this month or next month. It depended on things like adhe
sions and invasive cells and other phenomena that sounded like
they described a war instead of an organic, bodily process. She
would resist the numbing drugs until the pain became more
intense than her own driving need for clarity and true vision. As
she pulled herself out of bed and made her way down the hall from
the bedroom to her studio, she knew that she would, indeed, die
trying. This time, finally, it would no longer be a metaphor.
In the studio Anna had been working with the photos she had
taken during her visit to see Kate in Haiti. Mostly they were pho
tos of human rights activists. Sitting in circles and playing ice
breaker games. She had accompanied her attorney daughter to a
training workshop and asked permission to take some snapshots.
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The organization was welcoming, since they could use the photos
in their annual funding reports and a newsletter they hoped to
publish. But beginning in the first roll of photos she developed,
Anna discovered nervousness and even earnest fear in the faces of
some of the participants. They had all been asked— and had
voted— to allow the blan photographer to hover like a buzzard
around the periphery of the training for two days. Anna hadn’t
understood the conversation that preceded the vote— she spoke
French but no Kreyol and now wondered if there had been real
concerns about safety in the snapping of these photos. After all, a
number of the country’s most active and effective grassroots
leaders were captured in these pictures. And here was Anna,
thinking of them as art.
The photos were going to be part of a new sculpture. The base
of the work would be a small, home-made wooden boat like the
bato that carried Haitians on their exodus from the island during
the military regime. To do it the way she first imagined could take
a very long time, and she had been pleased with the prospect of
devoting herself fully to a new piece.
Until now. Whenever now was. The surgery had come so
quickly— one minute she was in to ask about the oddly
omnipresent pain and her difficulty digesting, and the next day
she was surrendering to a laparotomy. Since her initial surgery
and chemotherapy three years before, she had settled into think
ing she was cured. Now, only a week and a half after the latest
surgery, she was back at home and wondering how things would
settle. She sat down at her desk and fingered the shapes she had
created; the photos were becoming miniature person-shaped
beings. She would need to work much faster than she had antici
pated. Her hands throbbed as she adjusted her plans; she
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promised the images that some of them would be chosen to make
the leap of transformation into a new life.
Thousands of miles away, a U. N. observer was telling Kate that
he did not have time to investigate a recent death-in-custody
because initial reports indicated it was not politically motivated.
His voice was crystal clear and too loud over the phone, and Kate
wondered why he hadn’t dropped by the office, which was only
twenty blocks away from the U .N .’s in-country headquarters.
Kate held the receiver inches from her ear.
“So that’s why we called you guys,’’ the observer explained,
referring to the Haitian organization Kate worked for. “The case
isn’t exactly outside our observer mandate, but it isn’t really top
priority either. With things heating up, you know, resources are
slim .” The case, the observer urged, seemed worth an in-depth
look. “Plus, your guys need to start getting this kind of hands-on
experience before we leave.” The U. N .’s mandate was set to expire
in a few months. “And the amazing thing,” he added with excite
ment in his voice, “ is that the body hasn’t been buried yet. You
might be able to see it.”
Hanging up the phone, Kate walked into Michel’s office. “We
need to drive down south tomorrow,” she said. “The U. N. has a mur
der case they don’t want.” Michel rolled up his sleeves and nodded.
“Good,” he said. “The U. N. has come to the right place. Where
else can you get a joint US-Haitian investigative team?”
Michel picked Kate up at five a.m. the next day. They stopped
only twice during the six-hour drive: once to relieve themselves
by the side of the road, and once to buy fritay and mangoes for
lunch. When they arrived in the barren town they started with
the police station where the man had died. The station stood at
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the crossing of the town s two main streets, opening onto a yard
containing two broken and stripped vehicles. In the back, the
prison courtyard lay exposed to the inhabitants of kay pe, the
Catholic rectory that sat atop a hill surveying the town. Walking
up to the desk, Kate and Michel showed laminated cards that
identified them as human rights investigators. They were asked
to have a seat while the station chief was summoned. The station
house was small, with a waiting area just big enough to contain a
single crooked bench. On the walls were two U. N.-created
posters informing citizens of their rights: one insisted that men
not beat their wives; the other explained that your vote is your
secret. They did not sit down; instead, they watched a group of
young men hanging out in the yard in front of the station. There
were five or six, two in uniforms, smoking and laughing under
the shade of a tree, relaxing on a car seat that had been pulled free
of its previous container.
Emerging from the dark hallway, the chief walked slowly
toward Michel and Kate, holding out his hand to each in turn.
“You drove this morning from Port-au-Prince?” he asked. “That’s
a long way for a brief visit.”
“We felt it would be worth it,” Michel said, echoing the chief’s
formal French.
“We may disagree on that now,” the man said. “But I am sure
you will be persuaded of my point of view by the end of the day.”
The chief’s smile was broad and relaxed. He turned toward the
hall, motioning for them to follow. His office was small but well
appointed, with a desk and three chairs. The desk was littered
with papers; behind the chief’s head hung a cross bearing a white
Jesus; next to that was a yellowing calendar from 1 989.
Kate leaned forward a bit. “We are here to ask a few questions
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about a man your officers arrested a few days ago. We understand
he was brought to the station for questioning. His name was Je f
ferson Jean-Pierre. ”
Ignoring her Kreyol, the chief responded smoothly in French.
“Lhomme qui sest suicide. What a sad case. My officers caught him
red-handed with two stolen pigs. Apparently, he meant to take
them to market and sell them the next day. It was a fool’s plot,”
the chief explained. “ Everyone knew this poor peasant did not
have any pigs. So really you can understand why he killed himself
once my men placed him under arrest.” The chief shook his head
and Michel leaned back in his chair.
“What was his excuse for the pigs?” Kate asked.
“ He didn’t offer one.” The chief spread his hands out on the
desk. “ I was not in that evening, so the officers on duty inter
viewed him and then offered him rice. He refused on the basis
that he was not hungry.” The man smiled at Michel. “As you and
I know, he must have been hungry, le petit paysan. Every peasant in
Haiti is hungry.”
Michel was not taking notes, but was instead watching the
chief very closely.
“My men questioned him a bit more that evening, and then
told him to sleep. They said they would begin their interview
again in the morning. Frankly, they hoped that leaving him in the
cell overnight would convince him to confess. After all, no matter
what, this man would be in jail for some time. The penalty for
such a theft is not small,” the chief reminded them, “and you both
know well of notrepetitproblbne with pre-trial detention delays.”
Indeed, Kate knew well, since her work had mostly consisted
of making on-site visits to prisons to detail conditions, collect sta
tistics, and set up legal assistance for those awaiting trial. Many
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detainees sat in jail for one or two years, growing thin and sickly
during periods that were often longer than their ultimate sentences.
Kate reluctantly switched back into French. She was more
comfortable in Kreyol— French made her feel like an imposter.
“Can you tell us a bit more about that evening? Which officers
were on duty, and who interrogated Mr. Jean-Pierre?”
The chief lit a cigarette. “Well, I can tell you their names, but
you will have to ask them for more if you arc not satisfied with
what I have told you. The men have been questioned and cleared,
so I have no memory for the details. I can introduce you to the offi
cers when we are done here if you would like.” He took a long
drag and exhaled slowly as he spoke. “I expect that you will want
to inspect our detention registry?”
Kate nodded.
“I think you will find our books very much in order. We have
followed U S A ID ’s directions exactly and have been commended
for it.” Flicking ash onto the floor, he stood up. “If you will excuse
me for a moment I will retrieve the detention registry.”
Kate leaned close to Michel. “We need to ask about the body.”
She fanned the air, hoping to disperse the smoke that had filled
the room. Michel was tapping his foot.
“Yes, yes,” he said. “I’ll ask him.”
The chief returned and placed the ledger in front of Kate, turn
ing to the page where Jefferson Jean-Pierre’s name appeared in
fancy European lettering. She copied the details into her note
book: time in: 20:30; accusation: theft of livestock; possessions:
none; time of transfer or release:— blank. The chief turned his
gaze to Michel. “You must take up the issue of the body with the
family. I cannot say what they will want, but if it were my father,
husband, or child, I would not want some investigators poking at
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the body.” Kate shut her notebook and stood up.
“Americaine?" the chief asked as he clasped her hand in a
humid shake.
“Yes,” she answered.
“ Why don’t you work with the U. N .,” he asked, “I hear they
pay very well.”
Michel thanked the man in Kreyol, not smiling. The chief took
them to the front and introduced them to an officer who was
tasked with showing them the cell. “When you are done there,”
the chief said, "Come back and I will introduce you to the officers
who were on duty the night Mr. Jean-Paul became famous.”
Looking closely at the miniature people, Anna set about choosing
the ones to finalize. There were quite a few that she picked
instantly ; they embodied a peculiar combination of intensity and
levity that she had rarely seen. The feeling had emerged when the
group of activists trained in dealing with torture and death were
instructed to play children’s games. Anna was relieved to be in
the presence of this energy and she wanted to re-create it. Too
often photographers were obsessed with portraying pathos and
singularity of focus. She longed to represent the pure joy of being
alive; to demonstrate that those committed to keeping others
alive had not forgotten it.
The gnawing ache began in her abdomen: a heated throbbing,
which was localized at the moment, but frequently spread to the
whole of her lower self. That was what brought her back to the
oncologist who had pronounced her cured three years before. He
had been optimistic in the way that only men of science could be;
if the numbers and odds were in her favor, he insisted, there was
no reason to jump to conclusions. So they had not jumped, this
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patient-doctor team, but instead had walked slowly down corri
dors for tests, into laboratories for blood samples; but they finally
did jump— into the operating room when it became clearly nec
essary. After surgery, Anna realized that those slow steps had been
a death march after all.
On her bulletin board was a photo of Kate from the training.
She was pretending to be a crab, crawling, inverted on her hands
and feet toward one of the activists. In the game, it was her job to
recruit other crabs by marching into them and declaring them to
be one of her siblings. Those trying to avoid the crab could not
run away, but could only hop on one foot. Kate made a neat busi
ness of it, recruiting the strongest and fastest in the group first,
reserving her laughter until it was clear that they would trans
form all of the hopping-beats into crabs by the end of the threeminute time limit. At the end they all collapsed laughing. Fol
lowing this game, the training team had gone over the basics of
undertaking a human rights investigation: the authorities to
approach, the questions to ask, the way documentation should be
organized, and who to enlist for support. Kate explained the
importance of neutral fact-gathering: if you had numbers, times,
dates, and names, you stood a better chance of achieving results.
The contextual information was important too, but the whys were
not the first thing to seek out. Instead, you had start with the bare
details of what happened.
Anna pulled out her Exacto knife and glue and the fabric she
had collected and began to work.
The officer said his name was Max, and his hand was sweaty when
Kate shook it. Sweaty like his face, and like his back, judging
from the marks on his shirt— and embarrassed about it, Kate
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noticed as he self-consciously wiped his hands on his pants. Kate
felt a certain camaraderie with Max; so many Haitians looked
pristine and neat even when glistening with sweat, while she
found herself indelicate and awkward, constantly mopping her
forehead and unsticking her skirt from her legs as the mercury
climbed toward 40.
They followed Max down a short, dark corridor that led to the
back of the station and a courtyard. The courtyard was also the
common area for the local jail, which housed about 50 inmates,
almost all waiting for trial. Only seven or eight had been sen
tenced. Michel and Kate had discussed the prison demographics
in the jeep during their drive. The coordinator of a youth collec
tive in the closest city had briefed Michel on the details; he had
been trained by the organization to check on the prisoners— and
the guards— regularly.
Halfway down the hall were two minuscule cells. They were
large enough to sit in, and to curl up in if you were desperate for
sleep, or if you could not hold yourself up. Each had doors made
of bars and tiny windows far, far up the wall so that air could cir
culate but you could not see out. There was nothing in either
cell, nothing but silence and dull air. In front of the cell closest
to the courtyard Max stopped and motioned like a crossing guard
allowing them to pass safely. ‘‘Go ahead,” he said, and Michel
walked in to the cell.
“This is where he was found?” Kate asked.
“Yes,” Max said. The same word in French and Kreyol, more
or less.
“At what time?”
“Early in the morning.” Kreyol it was. “They found him when
they went in to see if he wanted some food. ”
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“Where exactly was he— what position was he in?”
Michel was looking closely at the walls, examining them,
searching.
“What?”
“How was his body positioned? His arms, legs, his head?”
“Oh. I don’t know. I wasn’t here you know. I thought the chief
told you. All I can tell you is what I heard. He was not hungry,
they left him to sleep until the morning, and when they came he
was— . So they picked him up. Took him to the morgue.”
Max shut his mouth. Michel was kneeling close to the wall
abutting the second cell. His face almost touched the paint-cov
ered cinderblock. “Bean sauce,” Michel breathed, slowly.
“What?” Kate said, confused.
“I guess they offered him bean sauce,” Michel insisted, direct
ing his voice to Max but not looking up.
“Sure. Bean sauce, rice. That’s all we make here— and they’re
lucky if we have the sauce. You know. It takes so long to get to
Port-au-Prince for supplies, and the town has only one vehicle,
you know, for the prisoners and the judges and the prison warden.
We re a good jail really, most of the prisons have only rice. ”
“Right. I know,” Michel said and stood up. “It’s so hard for the
bureaucrats in this country of ours. ” He stood up and walked out
slowly. As he left: the cell, Kate bent down and saw the dark brown
splashes of blood, crusted like a mockery of impressionistic art.
Lining up the completed figures, Anna knew that the pain was
forcing her to plunge ahead, no matter whether the task would be
hard, or take too long, or be unfinished at the end. She didn’t
mind leaving something behind for others to finish. What mat
tered, after all, was whether she kept going or not. It was like
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keeping a promise.
Soon she was out in the woods where she used to take her dogs
walking. Her dogs and her kids, way back. It was a strip of lush,
tall green woods in the middle of downtown Washington, and
you could go there quick, without jumping in a car or making
plans; you could just wander down the streets and suddenly be
there. She found sticks on the ground as she had hoped, and she
gathered them up into a bundle and stuffed it into a shopping
bag. There probably would be enough to at least get things going
in a serious way. Some of the sticks were wet with mud and the
dampness from the earth. She missed that smell; since her dogs
were gone she didn’t smell it much— when she walked nowadays,
her head was far from the earth.
When she had as much as she could carry, she made her way
back home. It was slower going than it used to be, and that was
good, because it forced her to think about the next step. Without
logic, just holding it, nurturing it in her head. At home she made
tea and opened the windows. It was cool out, but she needed to feel
the breeze as she began to lay the twigs out in their varying sizes
and degrees of crookedness. Some had leaves clinging to them, and
she stripped those off. Next, she began to weave the sticks together
with thick twine, creating flat panels that could later be formed
into an abstract boat. She would need to think about how to put
them in there, those people who needed to take a ride in this boat.
How she could fit them all in without capsizing the precarious
thing. She would have to keep going, hoping that by the time she
was ready she would understand the mechanics of the thing.
Michel and Kate split up so they could finish the investigation by
dark. Michel did not want to stay in the town past dark, and Kate
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agreed. She would try to get into the morgue to see the body—
they were more likely to let a blan see it— and Michel would talk
to the officers who had been on duty the night Jefferson died. They
were more likely to relax without Kate there anyway.
There was only one official place for bodies awaiting burial for
many miles around: a tiny, stand-alone building behind the
municipal hospital that housed a refrigerated morgue, official
capacity one. The morgue had its own generator— separate even
from the hospital’s— and that was good, the hospital administra
tor explained to Kate as she sat in his office, since they only had
enough fuel to run the regular generator about six hours a day.
When she arrived at the hospital, a nurse passing in the corridor
had shepherded her to the administrator as soon as she said the
word “morgue.” The administrator had not asked Kate why she
wanted to see the body, never even asked for the name of the man;
when Kate appeared in his office and explained that she was a
human rights investigator, he had replied, “You want to see
him?” and Kate simply said yes. She asked him a few questions:
when was he brought in, did the family have plans for burial, had
the police said anything to him, and then, after they had chatted a
while, what did he think had happened? All of these questions,
except the last one, were answered with “I don’t know,” and “It’s
been busy here, I don’t remember.” To the final question the
administrator said, “You’ll see.”
Then he called for assistance and the guard came with his keys.
The three walked out back and the guard motioned for them to
stand back while he unlocked the door. The administrator held
Kate back by touching her arm, saying, “It’s better to wait a
minute for the bad air to escape.” When the door opened Kate
imagined she could see a cloud of darkened air swoosh out ; there
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was a palpable coolness from the refrigeration. There were no
lights inside, the administrator explained as he clicked on his
flashlight and escorted her into the tiny room; they needed all the
electricity for the refrigeration unit. In the middle of the room
stood the refrigeration unit; the walls closed in about two feet
from the unit on each side except the far wall, where there was
enough space to pull out the steel drawer. Kate could not see what
else was in the room; it was dark, and the sunlight did not reach
the far wall when the guard pulled the heavy drawer out. Before
she could see the bodies she could smell the chemical solution that
filled the shallow drawer. It sloshed out when the drawer stopped
its forward movement; the guard groaned as it dripped onto his
shirt and pants. Kate moved closer and asked the administrator to
shine the light onto the drawer. He complied, but did not
approach the bodies. Embalming fluid dripped on her shoes and
splashed onto her ankle. Taking a deep breath, she began her work.
There were two bodies: an old, gnarled woman had been placed
head-first onto the drawer, below that of Jefferson Jean-Pierre. His
body was stacked in the other direction, head toward the opening;
both were laid out on their backs. Thrown together in grotesque
intimacy made necessary by lack of space, they had been separated
as much as possible, with both pairs of hips lying side by side on
the drawer, facing slightly outward. Next to the old woman’s head
were two feet: worn, calloused feet. Feet unused to shoes. Kate let
her eyes scan upward, looking for signs on the man’s body. Her
stomach clenched and unclenched. Feet, lower legs, genitals were
intact. His thighs were textured with muscles but sinewy, offering
not even the slightest layer of fat. His arms were thin and led to
knotty, well-worked hands, which lay crossed over each other on
his abdomen, as if he were sleeping. The man’s ribcage rose in pro
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found relation to his sunken stomach. When Kate s eyes reached
the man’s neck her stomach clenched so violently that she turned
her head away, shut her eyes, and anchored herself in place. A
moment later, she turned back, willing herself to observe clearly.
The flashlight danced nauseatingly as she began to make notes on
the injuries. She started with his face: His bruised eyes were sewn
shut with crude stitches and embalming fluid had been dabbed
over them to keep them from decomposing. His bottom lip was
cut, a large gash toward the inside rim; blood oozed out. There
were darkened spots, bruises on his left cheekbone and under his
left eye, and his left jaw was hugely swollen. A host of small cuts
were scattered haphazardly across his broad face. A trickle of blood
had dried after emerging from his left ear.
Finally, Kate focused on the man’s neck, bending over to deter
mine exactly what it was that had been embedded so deeply into
the skin there. The administrator shined the light directly onto
the man’s neck: In the circle of light, she could see that it was a
shoelace, an ordinary, browned and frayed shoelace. It encircled
his neck several times, so tightly that it was impossible to see
unless you placed your head very close to the chin. From that
angle, you could see that the lace had created a deep crease in the
man’s neck, all the way around. The guard watched Kate as she
bent over and he reached his hands out to help her. Saying noth
ing, he lifted the man’s head so that Kate could see the end of the
lace. At the back of the man’s head the shoelace ended in a knot
and then trailed into two short pieces, each about three inches
long. “Mesi anp 'tl" she said to the guard, who gingerly placed the
man’s head back into the chemical bath and then backed away to
give her space as she pulled out her camera and began to snap pho
tos in the dim light. Thanks to this man without gloves, she knew
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what had happened. There was no doubting it, and no way to
deny it now. The simple physics of this man s strangulation ruled
out suicide from any perspective.
Bending over her work, Anna realized that she would need some
thing stronger than twine to patch the panels together. Some
thing very sturdy, but also precariously unsuited to the task.
Something that could hold these bundles together, but that
would also risk hurting them. Something that you reach for only
in desperation. Maybe it would be many things. Things that each
person had brought to their collective journey, their exodus.
Anna went to her drawers, rifled through her closets. An hour
later she stood in the dimness of the now-piercing pain and sur
veyed the pieced-together twig panels. She would have to make it
work with what she had: an old macrame rug that she had pulled
apart for its fibers, a leather belt that had been left at her house by
someone years before, a bit of embroidery thread, a dog’s leash, an
old and frayed shoelace. These things would hold the boat
together, cradling the people she had developed in her photogra
phy studio. Those people and maybe one or two more.
Anna’s breathing was changing, avoiding any overlap with the
waves of pain coming from her lower half. Lowering herself onto
the chair at her workbench, she knew that her mind was separat
ing, slowly, from its undependable home; it was being left out to
sea, and she had to make sure she finished the boat in time.
Kate found Michel in the prison yard, talking to a prisoner who
called himself the boss, the chief of the prisoners. It was his job to
keep the other prisoners in line, and as Kate had learned from her
prison visits, the boss also tended to be a buffer, a conduit for com
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plaints and concerns from the prison population. Someone who
could smooth the way a bit. This one was new, so Michel was ask
ing for details about the prison, trying to get a sense of the situa
tion, but also of the character of this man. To see if he could be
trusted. When Kate arrived the boss reached out to shake her
hand and Michel took his leave. “Let s go,” he said. “We need to
get out of here.”
Instead of driving out of town though, Michel drove them
down a small road and stopped at the corner to ask where Madanm
Jefferson Jean-Pierre lived. A boy of about twelve approached the
jeep, and clutching the handle to the passenger side door, he
described the many turns they would have to take. “Do you know
how to get there?” Michel asked. The boy nodded. He motioned
for the boy to come with them and Kate opened the door. The boy
looked at Kate sideways, explained the directions again. “You can
play the radio,” Michel said, and the boy fiddled with the dials
until he found a station playing French pop songs.
“Madanm Jefferson won t want to talk to you,” the boy told
Michel.
“Why not?” Michel asked.
“She’s leaving town. TiPaul was in the jail that night too and
heard Jefferson screaming. Said he screamed almost all night
and then it was quiet. TiPaul went to Port-au-Prince. Don’t say
I said that.”
“Bouchepe" Michel explained. We keep our mouths shut.
As they climbed a steep hill, the boy was thrown against
Kate from the jostling. Straightening out, he asked Michel if
she was his wife.
“N o,” Kate said, “ We work together.” The boy laughed at his
mistake and at her response— a blan speaking Kreyol.
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A little before they arrived at the house, the boy jumped out of
the jeep. Michel pressed ten gourdes into his hand. “Kenbe fem,”
he said. Stay strong. He nodded and gave the thumbs-up.
“We need to tell her not to bury him yet,” Michel said. “Maybe
we can find someone to do an autopsy. I think there’s someone at
the State Hospital who’s trained, or maybe one of the U. N. doc
tors.” Kate tried to imagine who she could call, how they could
locate a doctor with such training. Wondered how long the hos
pital would keep the body there, and how it could be transported
over these roads in this heat.
There was no one at the house. It was certainly the right house,
painted bright turquoise green with a corrugated tin roof and a
patch of corn growing out back, like the boy said. But no one was
there; no one answered when they called out, and no one sat on
the chair out front or worked up a cook fire or stacked charcoal.
When they walked around back they saw two pigs, rooting and
snorting near the outhouse. Not skittish, they looked up only for
a second and then returned to their business. The sun was going
down as Michel and Kate got back into the jeep. When they
passed the boy on the road back, he waved.
“ He didn’t steal those pigs,” Michel said. “They would have
wandered back to their home, or been returned by now, taken
back to their owner. No one would let them stay there in the yard
unless they belonged to him. They were at home.”
Michel explained what had happened at the police station
while he drove deftly down the pockmarked, hole-ridden high
way that led back to the capital. Since it was already dark, they
would make it only so far as the nearest city-town, where they
would get hotel rooms and wait until morning to drive all the
way home. It was not good to be on the highway after dark, espe{128}
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rights activist had been shot along this stretch of road; he had
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“They were both there,” he said. “The two officers. Hanging
out, smoking cigarettes with the other police. They were happy
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to tell me what happened, not nervous at all. The man was
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things look legal.
“They asked him questions for a long time, but he just kept his
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mouth shut. They told me it was because he knew he was guilty
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and had nothing to say in his defense. So finally they gave up and
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put him in the garde-a-vue cell. Came back an hour later to see if
he wanted some food. He said nothing so they left it in there with
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him— a bowl of rice with bean sauce.
“So they hear nothing from him all night, and they see him
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again around midnight, when this guy TiPaul is brought in for
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some offense they would not specify. Political, I’m sure, and they
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put him in the cell next to Jefferson’s. They look in on Jefferson
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and he’s crying.”
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“Crying?” Kate said. She lurched against the window as
Michel swerved to avoid a large boulder on the road.
“Crouched in the corner crying like a baby, they say, and they
laugh when they tell me this. I laughed with them, you know, to
make them feel a little at ease, but I never laugh too much or they
know I ’m playing. They leave him alone and go back into the
office. So in the morning, at the end of their shift, they go back to
the cell to check on the two prisoners and there’s Jefferson, dead. ”
The acrid smell of charcoal fires came in through the air vents
and Kate realized the evening had gotten almost cool. She switched
off the air conditioner and they rolled down their windows.
“What did they say about how he did it?” Kate asked.
“Just that he hanged himself with his shoelace. And when I ask
about what position he was in, to see if they can explain the
mechanics of the thing, they tell me that he didn’t tie himself to
anything. They say he just pulled this shoelace around his neck
and suffocated himself to death. Quietly too, because I ask if they
heard anything and they say no. They said he had thrown the food
all over the walls and then killed himself. Just like that.”
“ Did you ask them why he did it— if they had any ideas
about that?”
“Oh they were full of theories about that. It all revolved around
his shame and disgrace and the way he must have felt guilty about
those pigs. The whole thing was a lesson to them about how jus
tice prevails, they said.”
“Did they say anything about him being injured?”
“That he was dead.”
“But not injured, in any way, before— when they went to pick
him up?”
Michel was silent for a moment. “He was beaten? Did they tor
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you and your kind. But then again, that was how oppression
worked: by making you choose the thing that hurt you.
Michel s face was lax, devoid of its usual protective coating. He
sat down in the chair next to her and put his hand on her back. “I
got through. Amondieu was in the office. Said they had electric
ity. I started to ask him to track down an autopsy doctor, but then
he told me the U. N. guy had called. Was irate. Said that the fam
ily had just buried the body, was afraid they would be targeted.
The wife, I guess, heard you were at the morgue and rushed over
to get it done. We must have just missed her— we were on our
way to her place when she was at the morgue. So it’s over. Unless
your photos are prize-winners.”
Kate was shocked, had nothing to say, because she knew she
should not be shocked, so she was ashamed instead. They sat in
silence and Michel stared firmly. Kate moved forward, wanted to
take his hand, but she stopped, placing it next to his instead.
They both breathed without speaking.
‘‘Amondieu said you’ve been getting calls today. I guess it was
your mother. She called three or four times.”
“My mother? Or someone calling about her?” Kate felt the
cold tingle of fear sliding along her skin like a knife poised to cut.
“No, it was her. Amondieu said that she told you not to worry,
but he said that she sounded weird. She told him that she could
wait until you got back— she’s at home.”
Kate said nothing in response, but took her hand from its halfreaching place and picked up her beer, finished it. Staring out
over the tops of the roofs, she imagined her mother lying in bed.
In her head, without thinking, her mother had lost her hair: it was
as if Kate was transported back, three years before, to the surgery
and the chemotherapy and the prospect of death’s immediacy.
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When she talked to her mother two weeks before, she had told
Kate that she was having some pain again, was a little bit wor
ried, but not too much. Had an appointment scheduled for the
next day. Kate had not fully realized it, but now she knew that she
had accidentally decided that her mother was cured. She could
not have taken this job without such a belief. Would not have let
herself go. And yet, here she was.
Michel placed his hand on her shoulder. “Your mother is really
important to you. You’ll call her in the morning.”
“Yes. We’re very close.” It couldn’t be that bad, Kate thought.
Her mother would have left more of a message otherwise. Jeffer
son was buried, she thought. And my mother is dying.
They listened to the sound of the town quieting for sleep.
Below, a young couple whispered to each other in the doorway of
the girl’s house. Light from the moon lit the street. Kompa music
swirled out of another house a few doors down, its continuous
rhythm and upbeat tempo oddly soothing.
“Did you get any information about why Jefferson was targeted?”
“There was no reason,” Michel said tightly.
“But what did you find out about him, about the theft?”
“He wasn’t involved in anything— politics, drugs, wasn’t even
known as a reform supporter, any more than every other peasant.
Just a regular little guy, working his plot of land. I didn’t even
find a neighbor who was mad at him. Lots of the prisoners knew
him, had nothing bad to say. No one except the police even men
tioned the pigs.”
Up above, the huge stars telescoped down on them, pinpoints
of light becoming lasers.
If her mother was sick again, Kate would have to go back home.
Michel drained his Presidente and went inside. “It’s pretty
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simple, Kate. They did it because they could.”
Far away Anna was drifting into the night. She had tried to call
Kate many times that day. Knew she was due back in the office
today or tomorrow. She wanted to wait to call until she could be
sure Kate would be there, but she had to ask a question. She didn’t
want to worry Kate, but she was wildly impatient. She wasn’t sure
exactly what she would say when she got through. Maybe she
would just ask, and say nothing else. Unable to sleep through the
pain and unwilling to swallow one of the sleeping or pain pills,
Anna turned from side to side, adjusting her head, aligning it
with the window so that she could see the moon at every moment.
She just needed the answer to this question, and had to ask Kate;
Kate would know: How many people can you fit in a boat with
out it tipping over or sinking fast?
She was afraid there would be one person too many.
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Solitary Confinement
Huang Xiang
Translated by A ndy Emerson

Water
Drops
Are daylight s only
Drops of
Scenery
Dreams
Sharp and clear like nighttime s
Bells
And gongs
Years of sibilant droplets’
Dripping
Sounds
Prisoners’ bare-heads
Ringing
Drops of
Deep
Penetrating
Gloom
A thousand prisoners in
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Instant
A thousand dreams in
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Guatemala
Rachel Levitsky

Anja would like to belong
though is horrified by blackness
as it seeps
into her feet.

She is learning the language
climbing to the spring
with a man who
doesn’t touch.
*

*

*

I know why the women cry over the oven,
the even slice on their necks.

It isn’t over the loss of blood
nor the pummel pummel apple in my eye.

Who is it speaks in cliche of the power of silence.
Graveyard tongue. Sort we stew in Jews.
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The enemies and friends exchange mustaches
declaring what is back now, in style.

Anja’s face explodes into the mountain
she can’t control the redness, the opening
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Getting There
Sue Myung Park

y o u ’ re w a l k i n g h o m e f r o m a f r i e n d ’s h o u s e l i k e

you always do, because your parents don’t allow strangers in your
house and they don’t see why you need to have contact with any
one but your own family after school. You should pick up the
phone and just pretend to call home, since the television’s talk
ing and your friend’s laughing, back in the living room. Why do
you lift your finger off the receiver and actually dial your num
ber, already knowing what the answer will be? They refuse to
come pick you up; it embarrasses you; you lie to your friend and
her mother and tell them your dad’s already on his way over, so
you better go wait outside. The horn isn’t loud enough. “It’s
okay; he’ll be here soon,’’ you say. Now hurry and rush out the
door, away from the straight-backed chair before it reaches the
front bay window. Outrun the porch light, as if there’s an invisi
ble car at the curb.
It’s Chicago, winter, air so cold the moist skin inside your nose
is frozen, wrung painfully tight, ready to crack like the icy glaze
on a mound of snow you put your foot through. It swallows your
leg to the knee, and you rip through it to walk in the plowed
street. Follow ridged tire trails for traction and soon you, your
self, are a car; you put distance behind you like nobody’s business,
with all your solid, moveable parts. Dark dinnertime, and lit win
dows are yellow and feverish. You’re hungry; you need to get
home, even though you know it’s just rice and soup.
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Ten blocks to go but in the middle of this one— next to the
empty park that is a paved, fenced-in lot, with one bent-rim bas
ketball net and a leaning swing set— you see them at the right
corner. A pack of tough little boys spitting at the ground and
shoving each other, wearing knit hats like nipples and puffy jack
ets that make them look bigger than they are. You hear them call
ing, choking with phlegm and laughter, “Lizard, lisssard, ching
chong ching.” They’re crossing the street, moving in on another
kid on the left corner, who waits for the light to change. Refuses
to run away. You get closer, that’s your little brother David stand
ing with his chin tucked into his blue scarf, his green backpack
worn backwards over his belly; he’s hugging it protectively,
watching the boys form a cagey circle around him. Probably
brought his Christmas present to school, that dummy— wanted
to show off his Asteroids game— not the actual game, just the
plastic cartridge and Atari sticker. To make up for the hand-medown pea coat he’s wearing, yours. One big kid comes up and jabs
a gloved fist into David’s shoulder, knocks him off balance so his
arms pop out to the side as he teeters. He’s glaring, his eyes dart
ing around as if they can shoot lasers, but it’s just his own breath
vaporizing: shallow, silent, white puffs of air.
That’s your baby brother there.
You start jogging towards them; you don’t slip so you start run
ning. Crunch! under your feet, crunch crunch crunch/; your feet eat
ing the salt on the road and you feel it poisonous inside you— bad
for your heart, but it feeds you. You don’t feel the cold anymore.
David lying on the ground, green backpack ripped off and
thrown onto a pile of snow; kid with the red on has his knee crush
ing your brother’s chest. The kid’s wearing a Chicago Bulls
jacket, the kind with big embroidered patches on the back; you
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glim pse one white., pointy horn; cfae straight edge o f ooe raised
Letter, suddenly eclipsed by a rounded shoulder— a bent arm , a
lifted elbow. H e's yanking his glove o ff w ith his teeth; s tiff fingets finable w ith the zipper on his pocket; he pulls out a handful
o f crumpled tissues bunched like caaliflower around candy wrap
pers and other garbage he flicks to tbe ground— everything but
that one thing, his chosen weapon. A razor that brat stole from
his parents" medicine cabinet. You don't know this until you
teach them— you ran and watch what's happening and what it all
means stays one pace ahead o f you— but the circle o f boys tigh t
ens like a draw string sack, closing in and blocking your view.
They hoot and shout and kick back at your brother's pum ping
feet, those ngly brown rubber boots. Another kid comes out o f
nowhere and stomps on the backpack in his rash to join them.
Ybu"re almost there and you don t know what you're going to
do once you get there, just get there.
"Tuck o ff* you screech, a voice not your own. Plow through a
bank o f snow to the sidew alk, yellin g, "Leave him alone!* The
laughing stops and the closest boys turn to look at you; the ones
on the other side stand on their toes, grab shoulders, peer over top
o f the hnddle while David straggles to erupt from below. These
kids are mean bur you're meaner, w ith salt on your wounds;
you're a g irl but you're older, still bigger than everyone except
maybe that kid on your brother. Maybe some o f these boys have
b ig sisters w ith muscles and nails— they back o ff and w aggle
their tongues, laces, hands, bodies: Ikamcymawt h a ubatam l?
they dance. Dead, "You're dead,* you gasp, when you see what
Devil Boy has done.
H e's got one hand clamped around D avid's neck, w ielding a
pink plastic leg razor in the other, and your brother s left eyebrow
\ LAI
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is gone. On the icy pavement he struggles and then sees you, you
see him— small face pink with blood that you feel thick inside
you; flared nostrils and shiny snot and you taste that salt again;
watery black eyes shrinking, trying to turn inward and away from
you. He’s not scared anymore, he’s accepted this, and he’s ashamed
now because of it. Above the left eye a red rash is rising up, an
angry ridge of razor burn. Hashed skin like acne he’s too young
for. Otherwise, he looks okay.
“Ooh, it’s your lizard sister, you sissy— ”
You clench a handful of Devil Boy’s jacket and pull until you
hear stitching rip; he drops the dull razor and lets go of your
brother’s throat. You shove Devil Boy off him; he slips and falls to
the ground. Then you straddle him and his hands are reaching for
your throat but you won’t let him, you can’t let him, you grab his
slippery shoulders and block his flailing arms with your elbows.
Bang his head against the ground, Bam!, once, twice, he’s too big
and nasty to be hanging around these other kids; he’s almost your
size, he should know better, and you are going to crack the pave
ment with his skull. You don’t have nails but you have strong fin
gers because you play the cello at school. You recognize this
boy— you know his brother, Jesse—Jesse stole Mr. Snyder’s wal
let and never got caught because no one wanted to say anything.
The entire class watched him pluck it out while Mr. Snyder had
his back turned, writing a smudgy equation on the board. Jesse
tucked the wallet into his waistband and then Mr. Snyder shoved
a piece of chalk into his hand. “All right Mr. Holmes, you think
you’re so smart; let’s see what you can do with this.’’
Devil Boy is bucking beneath you and no one comes forward
to save him.
Mr. Snyder didn’t know anything, except that he had bad
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breath— he covered his mouth and you opened yours, to breathe
when he leaned over your desk to talk to you. Halitosis, that’s
what it was, and that meant you weren’t supposed to take him
seriously. He didn’t say anything to the class about his wallet,
though you were all guilty for watching Jesse do it, watching him
get away with it. This is Jesse’s little brother you’re beating now.
“Get off! Get off me!” the kid screams and lands a fisted blow
on the side of your head.
“You happy now?” you say, jaw clenched against spreading
numbness and what you still want to do, what to do, when none
of this makes any sense? You only get physical with your family ;
you’ve never hit a stranger before. This kid is nothing to you, but
look at your brother, just look: David has scrambled to his feet;
he’s clutching his backpack, chest heaving, looking back at you
with a funny face. Such a stupid thing, the eyebrow— look at his
face now— the symmetry is gone; he looks uneven but he’s stand
ing straight, limbs stiff and frozen. His lips are sewn together and
you feel him shrinking behind them, into a knot of fear and worry.
What is he going to tell your parents? What was this kid trying
to do to him? The streetlights have come on and a car peels away
down a side street; it’s lonely out here after dark. Lonelier still
that your brother looks like an alien; there’s really something
wrong with him now but no— he’s just Asian— and that means
you, too. You’re Asian too, and you knew that, but somehow you
managed to forget.
You shave it off and it comes back twice as thick, darker.
“Get out of here! Go home! ” you yell at the crowd. The other
boys are standing by the curb, watching, sniffling from the cold
and the wind and their own harmlessness.
“Leave me alone, you bitch! ” Jesse s brother gasps. He pummels
{ M3 1
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your ribs, stronger than you now that he’s got you thinking. He
yanks a fistful of your hair and you can’t see anything but you’re
thinking of earthworms drowned in a puddle, after a rain— there’s
no way to save them once they’ve swollen up like fat fingers, taken
on the zigzag tread of a tire or sneaker. What are they doing on the
cement anyway; they should never have come up out of the soil.
What are you doing here, when your parents were right for once—
you should’ve stayed at home, the both of you.
You grope around on the sidewalk beside you, cold and gritty
with pebbles and rock salt. Snatch something hard and short and
thin and drive the kid’s arm back, put your weight into your arms
and wrists, pinning his to the ground. His hand opens and your fist
closes tighter around what you’ve found— there is no alone, no being
left alone, nojust you and yourselfand somepeace— you grit your teeth
and stab a stubby pencil deep into the fleshy part of the kid’s palm,
Rrrrr! You don’t care how desperate, how ridiculous it is. He howls
and goes limp, clutching the wrist of the hand that looks so strange
now, with the pencil standing up like an extra finger in his palm.
You roll off him and get up; the fight is over. You and your brother
walk home quietly, each nursing your own trapped, minor hurts.
Later David tells you that you can still see the lead in the kid’s
hand— a black mole sunken under pink skin. He took that battle
scar you gave him and turned it into a trophy; other kids look at it
and go Eeew, but Wow, that kid is tough.
Suppose you weren’t trying to protect him, your brother. Sup
pose you were only trying to preserve the idea of him as David,
your brother, nothing more or less, nothing like how others saw
him. Suppose you were only thinking of yourself, your anger that’s
only useful in situations when there’s clearly someone else to save.

(
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Exile
Cornelius Eady

A black man sits with two
white women
At a table in a bistro
in France.
Baldwin, Wright and Hughes
are gone,

But he thinks (he can’t help it)
how different they felt
sitting here, like this,
raising a glass of beer
in such unremarkable peace;
not invisible, not one
hard blink.
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A Small Church in Toulouse
Cornelius Eady

A young post-punk rocker
Swaggers in, small, black pork-pie hat
In hand, obviously
One of Whitman s boys.
See? He puts his hand on his hip,
A worldly yet devoted rough,
As he lights a votive candle.
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Home
Cornelius Eady

I’ve got the money, her pushy mother told her,
Go and learn, and here she is,
Six weeks later,
Away from Brooklyn,
Her husband and first born,
(Number two rising under her apron),

A young Dominican woman,
An apprentice chef in a French
Town so tiny
Her biggest thrill
Is to hang out at the post office
On her rare day off.

It’s a quiet town, she smiles.
You can measure her homesickness
By the way her ear sops up
Our accent:
Gridlock, bustle, loud.
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Then she presents dessert.
Every trick her hands have learned so far:
A bright plate swirled with lindenberry,
Blackberry, white peach, custard.
Flavors soon to
Astonish her block,
A ticket she can t bake quick enough.
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Upcoming Issues
What changes, what remains
the same. As U.S. city, as global city. As location. International
ism. As territory, geography, property, as body. City-state, com
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YORK—

munity, literal and psychological and media organizations. What
has been torn down or destroyed. High-rises, skyscrapers,
subways, landmarks. Architecture, real estate. Protection, fear,
restoration. Reinvention. Citizenship, bravery, loyalty, allegiance,
protest, patriotism. Loyalty, allegiance. The inner city, the blitz,
Ground Zero. Public space, private space, feminist and gay and
minority space, immigrants, refuge, home. Anonymity, compa
ny, neighborhoods, blocks, apartments, parks. Walking and...
People met in passing. Friends. Pets. Terrorism. The keys to the
city. Etc. Deadline for submissions is May i , 2002.
O U R B O D I E S , O U R S E L V E S — on

murder, suicide, twins, Mad
Cow, flesh-eating disease, death, birth, aging, the elderly, famine,
body image, sex, the female or male nude, vegetarianism, cryo
genics, ghosts, touch, transsexual, transgender, memory as a bod
ily state, what is imagination? Sports, motherhood, test tube
babies, insemination, fertility, birth control, genital cutting, sex
ism, racism, body building, the 98-lb weakling, fat, anorexia,
cloning, immortality, health, working out, the cult of beauty,
evolution and creationism, menopause, cannibals, etc. Deadline
for submissions is December 1, 2002.
S A N I T Y —as

a cultural category, as a psychological reality. Is
sanity necessary? What price sanity? Mad, manic, schizo
phrenic, delusional, paranoid, depressive, narcissistic, obsessive,
violent, abusive, murderous, illogical, demented, sad, abused,
chemically imbalanced, autistic, psychopathic, sociopathic, sui(1541
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ISSUES

cidal, very neurotic, mentally ill, crazy. Were Timothy Leary,
Joan of Ark, Idi Amin, and Virginia Woolf sane? Insane asylums.
The family. Nature or nurture? Psychoanalysis. Psychiatry.
Medication. Lithium. Consciousness. Cure. Insanity on the
street, in mass culture. Charles Manson, Son of Sam. Prisons.
Women and madness. Children. What about evil? Deadline for
submissions is May i, 2003.

EDITORIAL GUIDELINES

Each pocket-size issue of Global City Review includes stories,
poems, memoirs, interviews and essays organized around a
broad theme. Also review essays. Queries welcomed.
Please send manuscripts March 1 —May 1 for FA LL issue and
October 1 - December 1 for SPR IN G issue. Length: poetry 5
pages, stories and memoirs 10, essays and interviews 15.
Upcoming themes listed at www.webdelsol.com/globalcityreview and in each issue.
No e-mail submissions. SASE for reply. We regret that manu
scripts can’t be returned. Payment in copies.
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